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INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the sixties, the conviction has grown that the particles

that Mere up to then considered to be elementary, were in fact composites of more

elementary building blocks, the quarks. Although the quarks have never been

observed like ordinary elementary particles, the quark-parton model has since been

very succesfull in describing the world of the known elementary particles and has

even led to the prediction of new types of quarks, or quark-flavours, and hence of

new elementary particles of which the existence has been proved later. Coupled to

the theory that described the interactions of leptons, the other family of basic

constituents of matter, the quarks completed the Standard Model for weak and

electromagnetic interactions.

In the Standard Model, the weak interactions between neutrinos and nucleons can

be divided in the so called vector and axial vector interaction parts due to the

left-handed nature of the neutrinos. Another Hay to look at weak charged current

interactions is to consider them as interactions where a weak charged boson is

exchanged, bringing the H± bosons on the stage.

The excitation of nuclcons by the weak vector and axial vector currents can be

measured in quasi-elastic interactions of charged and neutral leptons with

nucleons. Using the electromagnetic interactions of the charged leptons to estab-

lish the vector responses and properties, the purely weak interactions of the

neutrinos may be used to determine the axial vector properties. Several models

exist that describe the quasi-elastic interactions in which besides a lepton a

nucleon resonance is formed. These nucleon resonances are found in the final

hadronic state consisting of a nucleon and a pion. All of these models can be used

to determine the axial vector form factors insofar the vector form factors are

taken from electromagnetic experiments. The model considered in snore detail in

this thesis is the quark model of Feynman, Kislinger and Ravndal (FKR), updated to

contain production of all nucleon resonances below 2 GeVc z. It uses the quark

nature of the nucleons by considering them as harmonic oscillators of three valence

quarks. The resonances observed in the final hadronic state then are considered as

excitations of this three quark system.

In this thesis, the weak charged current interactions of neutrinos and antineu-

trinos with nucleons are described, in which the neutrino scatters in a quasi-e-

lastic way with the nucleon, leaving an excited nucleon state behind. The experi-

ments have been performed in the bubble chamber BEBC, filled with deuterium and

exposed to the CERN Hide Band (anti-)neutrino beams. This gave the opportunity to

study both interactions on protons and on neutrons separately, whereas the measure-

ment of the exclusive channels could be performed with a high precision.
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1
The organisation of this thesis is as follows : In chapter 1 a short introduc-

tion in the Standard Model is given as Nell as some comments about QCO, the gauge

theory of the strong interactions between quarks. Some general relations for

quasi-elastic and one-pi on production reactions are given as well as a summary of

the existing models for one-pion production. The FKR quark model is explained in

some more detail. The second chapter contains the description of the experimental

set-up as it was used to perform the experiment at CERN. In chapter 3 the measure-

ment facility of the bubble chamber pictures as it exists in Amsterdam is

described, as well as the program chain that leads to the final Data Summary Tape.

Chapter 4 deals in detail uith the problems encountered in event identification and

selection. It also gives a description of the losses that are encountered and of

the corrections that have to be applied in the analysis. Finally chapters 5 and 6

give the results for the tuo experiments that were done, in chronological order the

antineutrino experiment and the neutrino experiment. The comparison of the experi-

mental results with those of other experiments and uith the theory can be found in

the discussion sections of both chapters.
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chapter 1

Theory of weak quasi-elastic interactions

1.1. Introduction

In this thesis a description of the quasi-elastic interactions of

(anti-)neutrinos Vp with nucleons is given. Neutrinos are particles that feel only

weak interaction with matter. Moreover, they have only been observed as left-

handed particles, e.g. their spin vector pointing always opposite to their

momentum vector. These facts have originally lead to a phenomenological descrip-

tion of the weak interactions but not to a real theory like the one that existed

for electromagnetic interactions. The current-current form describing the leptonic

interactions as it was stated for the first time by Fermi [1] , is :

HM'CX) = G/V2 Lpt()() LMCx) , (1)

uhere 6 is the Fermi constant * 10~s/GeV*. It gives an adequate phenomenological

description of the weak processes at lou CM. energies using lowest order perturba-

tion theory. However, above a critical value of the CM. energy of approximately

350 GeV, lowest order perturbation theory fails. Higher order perturbation terms

have to be included in the descriptive hamiltonian that are divergent and cannot be

renormalised. The study of the gauge invariance properties of the theory of

electromagnetic interactions ((JED), has lead to a unified renormalisable descrip-

tion of e.m. and weak interactions. A gauge invariant Lagrangian describing both

charged and neutral weak currents plus the «11-known e.m. current emerged from

this study. The first observation of a weak neutral current interaction in 1974

[21, after its prediction by the theory, therefore greatly stimulated the belief in

this theory. In the theory, the weak currents are coupled to charged and neutral

intermediate gauge bosons, the W* and Z bosons of which the physical existance now

also seems to be confirmed by experiment.
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1
In the Standard Model of Glashou, Ueinbcrg and Salam, quarks are included in the

unified Lagrangian. From simple quark-current considerations predictions can be

made for the cross sections of processes like the quasi-elastic interactions

"JJ n •* u." p and 5p p -» u,+ n and for the reactions in which besides a nucleon also a

pion exists in the final state. For instance, the electromagnetic form factors of

the nucleons may be used to fix the values of the weak vector form factors.

Measurement of these processes therefore can be used to test these predictions.

In QCD, the theory describing the strong interactions betueen quarks, the

baryons are built from three coloured quarks, combining to a "white" or colourless

particle. The advantage of using neutrinos as experimental probes to study the

inner structure of the nucleons is the possibility of measurement of the response

of the three quark system to both vector and axial vector currents. Moreover, when

the results of electromagnetic production of nucleon resonances are used to estab-

lish the vector properties of the hadronic current, the neutrino results can be

used to determine the axial vector properties.

For the description of weak one pion production processes several models exist

that all to some extent use the predictions that follow from the CVC and PCAC

hypotheses of the theory. All models make approximations to predict the cross

sections for these processes and are left with only one free parameter. Measure-

ment of the one pion production processes and comparing them to these models can

determine the value of this free parameter and could indicate a preference for one

of the models.

In the first part of this chapter a description of the Standard Model of Heak

and e.m. interactions Hill be given. From current algebra some predictions for the

cross sections of the quasi-elastic interactions Hill be derived.

The second part of this chapter shall consist of a short introduction in Q.CD and

of a description of the existing models for ueak one pion production. Special

attention will be paid to the relativistic harmonic oscillator quark model of

Feynman Kislinger and Ravndal.

1.2. A oauoe theory of Heak and electromagnetic interactions.

The U(1) gauge invariance of the QED Lagrangian implies the coupling of the

electron field with coupling strength e to the massless gauge field Ap(x) that is

associated to the photon. In general, to keep a theory invariant under non-abelian

gauge transformations, N gauge fields have to be introduced with H the number of

generators of the transformation group acting on the fields. NOH, consider a
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doublet of lepton fields, f.i. the e-v, combination, and project out the left

handed »tates by means of the operator (1-7s>/2 to take only the experimentally

observed lefthanded neutrinos into account.

Thus having defined the left-handed doublet :

•• • Ï "- ci - c;1) •
and *i = - Cl-VsJ • for any fermion field ,

2

the leptonic Heak currents for the electron doublet can be Mritten :

LH+ = v yM(1-rs) e = 2fi yMT* Ei , (3)

and L,i = ë y pCt-n) w = 2Ej T M T " EI , (4)

where T± = Cr' 4 ir*)/2. The matrices T', i=1,2,3 are the Pauli matrices, the

generators of the ueak isospin group SU(2>i. The third isospin current in the

triplet T,,* = IiyMrV2Ei is

1
T M

3 = Ii r MrV2 Ei = - (v.i yM v,i - ei y M ei), (5)

which is a neutral current. A SlK2)i gauge invariant Lagrangian thus couples three

gauge bosons MM' to the threo currents associated to SU(2)i. To unify e.m. and

ueak interactions, a fourth current has to be coupled because only left handed

currents are involved in T3.

Let: j»mm - T„' • Y„ , (6)

then: YJJ = -1x2 t\ yMI Ei - ê"P y p e r . (7)

The ueak hypercharge current Yp couples to a fourth gauge boson in the SU(2)ixUC1)

invariant lagrangian of the unified theory, where U(1) is the hypercharge group.

The resulting Lagrangian for the ueak and e.m. interactions of the electron and its

neutrino then has an interaction part :

>•• = Ê1 rMtidMI - g(1/2)T'MM' - g'(-1/2)I3,,) Ei

+ ? r yM(iaM - g't-DB,,) e r , (*)

where g and g' are the coupling strengths for the groups SU(2)i and U(1).

In order to couple the photon Ap to the electromagnetic current defined in (6)

with strength e, the fields Mlu
3 and By must be taken as orthogonal combinations of

the mass eigenstates A^ and Zp :

Hp3 = COSOH I» * sinl)H A H

BM =•• -sinOM Zp + cos(tM Ap

0 M is the ueak mixing angle CHeinberg angle) that must satisfy :

g sin9M
 = 9' cosOM = i> .

1» terms of the known lepton currents (3) and (4) and the e.m. current the Lagran-

gian given in (8) is written :
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/ [ T u 3 - sin^wj,,"] ZM (9)
COSOM

The field combinations

M,,* = 1/V2 (HM' ± Wp*) .

coupling to the charged ueak leptonic currents thus describe bosons with charges +1

and -1, while the field Z M couples to a neutral current and describes a neutral

boson. The gauge bosons occuring in this gauge invariant theory are all massless.

Although the e.m. gauge boson, the photon, is knoun to be massless, the others are

surely massive, as nou seems to be confirmed by experiment [31. The wanted masses

for the M and Z bosons are generated through the Higgs mechanism by coupling a

scalar doublet of fields $ = (•*,•") of which the neutral member has a non-zero

vacuum expectation value, to the gauge bosons [4]. In the spontaneous broken

SU(2)ixU(1) invariant gauge theory of Meinberg and Salam [5], the final Lagrangian

contains besides the interaction term (9), mass terms for the M and Z bosons and

for the Higgs particle, as well as the interaction terms coupling the Higgs

particle to the lepton fields. The masses of the intermediate bosons are given by

:

Mo TT« V 2

sin8Hcos8M

1.3, Inclusion of quarks in the electroueak theory, the Standard Model.

All hadrons are nowadays believed to be built from more elementary partons and

their antiparticles. These "quarks" come in several types or "flavours". They are

fermions with spin 1/2 and fractional charges 2/3 and -1/3 with opposite charges

for the antiquarks. For the oldest knoun elementary particles to be built up from

quarks, only three flavours were required, the u, d and s flavours. With these all

hadrons knoun before 1974 could be built. The inclusion of the quarks in the

SU(2)ixU(1) invariant gauge theory required a fourth quark flavour, the c, to be

introduced who's appearance in elementary particles was proved in november 1974

[6,71. After the discovery of a third lepton, the T [81, and the postulation of

its neutrino to form an isospin doublet, a new quark doublet was needed to restore

the symmetry between lepton and quark doublets. There has indeed been evidence for

a fifth quark, named b, being the charge -1/3 member of the third doublet [9]. Its

doublet partner has not been discovered up to now.

In the standard model of Glashow, Ueinberg and Salam [101. the quark fields are

assigned to SUC2)ixU(1) representations as lefthanded weak isospin doublets, just

- 6 -



like the leptons »

The right-handed quarks are taken as isospin singlets. The eigenstate doublets of

weak isospin are Mixings of the Mass eigenstates. Kobayashi and riaskaua proposed

the follouing Mixing Matrix [111:

D =

Vdd Vd> Vdb

V.d V,. V,b

Vbd Vb, Vbb

By definition the Mixing is taken between the charge -1/3 quarks. A parametriza-

tion of the V Matrix can be found in ref. 12. It reduces to the Cabibbo-GIM Matrix

if the third generation does not nix or the energies involved are low 113] :

sinOe

l-sin9c cos0e I

In the original A flavour Standard Model, the c quark was predicted in the second

doublet to avoid strangeness changing neutral hadronic currents in the weak Lagran-

gian [10]. Experimentally these were suppressed by a factor of 10~s. In the

standard Model Lagrangian the following terms occur for the quark currents :

«, = (ïï.3'ï yMCidHI - g(1/2)T'WM' - g'(1/6)IBH) I"J

+ ü P y„(idM - g'C2/3)BM) uP

+ 3 r Vptidp * g'<1/3)Bp) dr
+ terms for the other quark doublets and singlets.

The term describing the Higgs coupling of the quarks is :

Lhq = I MqqqH ,
«1

and the e.m. current for the quarks is

(10)

(ID

where the sum over all quark flavours is to be taken. The mq are the quark masses,

the Qq indicate the quark fractional charges and the H stands for the mass of the

Higgs particle.

Introducing :

U

and rewriting the Lagrangian (10) in terms of couplings with the mass eigenstates

- 7 -



1
W*. Z and AMC=y), the following forms appear for tht weak hadronic i»ovector

currents :

J* = JM = Ü yM(1-ys) D

j- = JM* = ïï rM<1-y3) u

2TH
3 = 1/2 Ü yM(1-ys) u - 1/2 ïï rM(1-ys) D .

1.3.1. The oua»i-elastic processes v,. n -» u~ p and v,. n -» u.+ n.

Consider the processes :

Vji n •» |i" p and

Vf, p •» n* n

Take proton and neutron to be the quark combinations uud and udd. The matrix

elements belonging to the weak hadronic strangeness conserving currents Jp* of

these processes, then can be written :

cos9e <u(p')|Jjj*|d(p)> = ü(p')rM+(p',p)u(p) ,

cos8c <d(p')|Jp-|u(p)> = ü(p')rM-(p'.p)u(p) .

where FM* and Tp' are matrices that are constructed from the available four vectors

p' and p. They can be expanded as follows using Lorentz invariance only.

rM
+(p'.P> = y„fi(q*) + ^-ffnvq^ztq2) - qMf3(q*)

2M

—

with q = p'-p the four momentum transfer

and rM" = rfJ
t from JM" = (J H

+) + and Hermiticity of the effective Hamiltonian

For the J* current the following identity holds :

<u'(p')|JM
+|d(p» = <u'(p')|[jM*.T-]|u(p)> = <u'(p')|ürp(i-y5)u - örp(i-rs)D|u(p)>

If the contribution of the second and third quark doublets to the process is

neglected, this becomes :

<u(p')|JM*|d(p)> = <u(p')|UrM(1-rs>u - d"7|jC1-75)d|u(p)> .

The e.m. current for the same quarks is according to (11):

j M « = 2/3 ü yM u - 1/3 ïï yM d ,

and thus ,

<d'|jM""|d> = <d'|2'3 uVMu - 1/3 drpd|d>

= <u'|2/3uyMu - 1/3 ?yHd|u> ,

to the extent that isospin is conserved.

From this it follows that



<u'|ïïrMu|u> = 2 <u'|jM»"|u> +

<u'|BV||d|u> = <u'|jM«"|u> + 2

and thus for the vectorial part of the current: V p = uy Mu - dy Md ,

<u'(p')|VM|u(p)> = <u'|jp""|u> - <d'|j M™|d> = <p|j M"|p>

If the vector part of the hadronic current is a conserved current just like the

e.m. current : 6 M V = 0 , this implies that f 3(q
z) = 0 (CVC hypothesis). Using the

knowledge about the electromagnetic matrix element

<r(p')|jM
-"|rCpï> = ïï(p') [y pF,

r •
2(1

uith r = proton or neutron

ue find

i=1,2

Using th's relation of the weak vector form factor to the electromagnetic ones,

the hadronic matrix element of the quasi-elastic processes depends only upon tuo

unknown axial form factors gi(q2) and 93(qz). The form factor gz(q2) disappears if

time reversal invariance holds and e.m. mass differences are neglected. A usual

assumption in the calculation of the cross sections is *io neglect the muon mass,

which seems justified for high energies. Uith this assumption 9a(qz) cannot

contribute since it gives rise to terms proportional to mM in the cross section.

It is customary to assume a double pole shape for gi(qz) [14]

g,(q2) = -1.25

From high energetic v scattering experiments the qz dependence of gi could be

evaluated directly. The following properties count for the two processes :

du .
(vn-»|i"p)l = (vp-»|i*n)

I da
i-p)! =

qi=0 dq* 2ir

da do
lim (vn-»(i"p) = lim (5p-»n*n) =
E dq* Ef*m dq2

6zCOS20e

(f1(q
2)2-q2fi(q2)2+g1(q

2)2-q2gï(q
2)*)

2

1.3.2. General considerations for one pion production.

The next simplest reactions after the quasi-elastic reactions discussed above are

the reactions in which resonances are produced that decay into a nucleon and a

pion. These are called the one pion production reactions. One has the following

charged current reactions with one pion production :

- 9 -



»p p •• |l" R**, R** •* p n* ,

ïp n + n" R* , R* •» p *•, n *• ,

5 M P -» u* R
D , R° -• n w0, p W .

Vp n -» n* R" , R" •» n n" ,

Using the CVC hypothesis one may relate the matrix elements of the hadronic

currents to each other using the isospin operators r' and the following relations :

1/2
(T'±iT*) |I.I3> = [(I+I3)CI±I3+1>1 |l,I3±t> ,

ptl = 0 ,

UT'lir2)..!,,*!] = -2 J± .

ue get for the production of A resonances that have isospin 3/2 :

|A" > = V3
so

> = V3

<fl- |JM-|n> a -<a+*|JH*|p>

The two upper relations connect neutrino uith neutrino production and antineutrino

with antineutrino production processes so for the cross sections He may urite :

= 3 a(

= 3 at

The two other relations connect neutrino and antineutrino production processes for

which the lepton currents differ so the cross sections derived from the matrix

elements may not be related.

1.4. QCD and the quark model for hadrons.

QCD or Quantum Chromo Dynamics is the gauge field theory describing the strong

interactions between the quarks. The idea is that each flavour of quarks comes in

three "colours" mnd the theory is SU(3)colour invariant. In this theory 8 coloured

gauge bosons or "gluons" are coupled via 3x3 X matrices. Apart from some theoret-

ical requirements like a total antisymmetric baryon wave function and absence of

anomalies the experimental support for this theory of three quark colours comes

amongst others from the observed rates of hadron against muon production in e*e"

interactions and from the observed w° •» it decay rate.

In the simple quark model mesons are thought to be built up from qq states and

baryons from qqq states only. However, no explanation of the fact that no other
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quark combinations appear and that fret quarks are never seen but are "confined" is

provided. In QCD the quark gluon coupling tends asymptotically to 0 (asymptotic

freedom) but when quarks are separated on the contrary, the interquark forces grow.

Hopefully this can provide the quark confinement explanation.

In QCD colour singlets can be formed by qq and qqq combinations. The exchange of

coloured gluons between coloured quarks in this theory can provide lou masses for

colour singlet states while giving infinite masses to the other states and thus

making them unobservable. In this uay an explanation of the fact that only qq and

qqq states are seen can be given.

The observed variety of mesons and baryons is brought about by combining the

known quark flavours into qq and qqq pairs. The differences in intrinsic quark

masses give different masses to different quark combinations. The several

couplings that ere possible between the spins of the quarks and their possible

orbital excitations, bring about yet another splitting in the mass spectrum of the

particles. In the framework of the naive quark model, the mass splitting in the

multiplets of same total angular momentum that are caused by the spin-orbit

couplings are already well understood. QCD adds the understanding of the mass

splittings between mesons and baryons of different total spin due to spin-spin

forces as well as an understanding of the relative splittings of meson and baryon

multiplets.

Many of the discovered hadrons are so called resonances, particles having such *

short life time that they leave no observable trace under the current laboratory

circumstances. They appear as resonances in the total cross sections of certain

processes or as resonances in the combined invariant masses of their decay prod-

ucts. The study of these particles is performed by means of a study of their

production and decay properties.

For many purposes the qq and qqq systems can be considered as systems of quarks

sitting in a harmonic oscillator potential well. The excited states of these

systems, e.g. the resonances, then can be regarded as the excitation of one or more

quarks. The interaction of any intermediate particle or wave with a quark system

can lead to the excitations of the system. In most cases it is assumed that the

intermediate particle perturbs only one quark of the system and calculations can be

made on the basis of symmetry between the constituent quarks.

- 11 -



J.5. Models for barvon resonance production or on* pion production bv

(anti-)neutrinos.

The Models that *rt developed to describe one-pion production by neutrinos can be

divided into three categories :

a) Dynamical calculations based on dispersion relations

b) Isobar models

c) Quark models

The first two types of models will be discussed briefly. For an overview see e.g.

reference 14. The quark model that is used in the analysis will be discussed in

some more detail in the next sections.

1.5.1. Dynamical calculations

Most dynamical calculations use the static model of Bell and Berman [151 as a

starting point. Bell and Berman developed a model that relates the weak one pion

production to elastic pion nucleon scattering. The CVC and PCAC hypotheses give

the values of the vector and axial vector form factors Cy and C, in this model.

Of the dynamical models Adlers one is the most succesfull [16]. Adler makes a

multipole expansion of the scattering amplitude and relates the terns to pion

nucleon amplitudes. The most important fact is that the model uses only multipoles

that excite the 4(1236) resonance which seems justified for CM energies below the

two pion threshold. Other models using dispersion relations exist, most of which

take only 4(1236) resonance amplitudes into account [17,18,191. Since the CM

energies of the experiments described in this thesis are high enough to excite also

other resonances, these models are not tested here.

Fogli and Nardulli have extended the A production with the production of the

first N* resonances [20]. They obtain one-pion production cross sections in the

region of U < 1.6 GeV/c2 that are reasonably in agreement with the high energy

neutrino data. Here H is the invariant hadronic mass of the reaction.

1.5.2. Isobar models

In the isobar models the production of one pion occurs via the production and

subsequent decay of resonances. Several isobar models exist [22,23,241. In the

parametrisation given by Schreiner and von Hippel [21], the cross section depends

on 4 vector and 4 axial vector form factors. Using time-reversal invariance, CVC
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and the isotriplet hypothesis to determine tha vector form factors, setting two of

the axial form factors equal to zero and eventually using PCAC to set the scale for

the remaining axial form factors, the number of unknown parameters is reduced to

one : The left axval form factor is assumed to have a dipole form for its qz

dependence, Hith Ra the scale parameter.

1.5.3. Quark models

The model that Hill be described here is the harmonic oscillator quark model in

the relativistic formulation proposed by Feynman, Kislinger and Ravndal 125] as

applied to neutrino production of baryons by Ravndal [26] and Rein and Sehgal 127].

The resonances that are seen in the nucleon-pion final state, are treated as

excitations of the basic nucleonic three quark system. In the model, the known

baryon resonances and their decay widths are introduced, while the weak current

transition matrix elements are calculated using the G.M.S. theory and the CVC and

PCAC hypotheses.

The harmonic oscillator model

In the quark model of F.K.R. the baryon Hamilton!an is given by the four-dimen-

sional harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian :

H = 3(p,2+Pb2+Pe2> + 1'36 n*[<u,-Ub>z+(ub-uc)
2+(uc-u,)

2J +const.

where pa)J = i S/Su,^ stands for the momentum of quark a and u B for its conjugate

position. The Hamiltonian can be written otherwise as

H = P2 - II with n = 1/2((F2+Jl2xz> - 1/2(7>2+ft2y*) + const,

when the following relative momenta and coordinates are introduced

p r p»+pb+Pc R =

t = Pc+Pb"2pc X =

7) = V3(Pc~Pb> X = (uc-Ub)/2\/3

t, it, x and y can be rewritten in terms of the annihilation and creation operators

a and b that satisfy [aM,a*v]=[bM,b*v]=-gpv.

a i
t = V- (a*+a> x = -IT/— (a»-a)

2 20

n l
a = V- Cb»+b) y = - W — (b*-b)

2 251

from which follows :

H = -Jl (aM«aM+bM*bM) + const.

When H"1 is considered as the propagator of the three quark system, the eigenvalues

of II are the masses squared of the system. They art multiples of ft (up to a

constant c) as can be seen from the last definition of H. ft thus can be determined
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1
froi* the slope of the Regge trajectory for baryons to be 1.05 GeV2.

In the relativistic version of the harmonic oscillator model the conserved

vector current is defined as :

iqua iqu»
VM = JM

V = 3 t «.(/.r^e • 7pe jf.) a=1,2.3

The Qa specify the group character of the current. For nonstrange baryons and

baryon resonances they are the isospin matrices r. For axisl vector currents v»

must be replaced with ZirMr$ uith Z a normalisation constant. The coupling of the

hadronic currents to the lepton current is done by interpreting the lepton current

as the polarisation vector of the virtial intermediate vector boson e*3.

Neutrino production of barvon resonances

Rein and Sehgal [27] have used the model of F.K.R. to calculate one pion production

by (anti)neutrinos including all baryon resonances up to a mass of 2.0 GeV/c2. The

general cross section for production of single pions by antineutrinos in the model

is given by :

da G2 - q 2 W
= - K {u2ffr+v2ffi+2uvff»l

dq2dW 4n a2 M

The kinematic factors are :

q2 = -4EE'sin2Ce/2) .
K=(W2-riz)/2M ,

Q=v'tCM2-H2-q2)2-4M2q2}/2l1

u=CE+E'+Q)/2E

v=(E+E'-U)/2E

G is the Fermi constant. H is the invariant mass of the w-N system and M is the

mass of the target nucleon. E and E' are the energies of the incoming and outgoing

leptons and 8 is the production angle. The structure functions or partial cross

sections <fr.l.» include the partial excitation and decay amplitudes for all indi-

vidual resonances. They relate to the hadronic tensor HMv and the structure

functions as follows s



- t i » » t | b U.b , K = V * q*/2l1
2MK

w Q
- <Mt + - H3)
AC t l

w Q
- CHi - - H3)

ir Q*
— CHi + —- H2ÏK q'

* (Q.O.O.v) S ePM = Vl/2 (O;-1,-i,O> j eiM = Vl/2 (Oj1.-i,O>

The vectors e-*1 are interpreted as the polarisation vectors of the exchanged Heak

boson and thus the partial cross sections can be interpreted as the polarisation

cross sections.

The weak hadronic current is decomposed as follows :

JM = VM - An = 2MFM = 2M(FM
V - FM»)

and

F +

F.

Fo

= ePM

. . . .

=

Fu =

fu =

=

1

1

Tz
Ft<

(F1+iF2)

«r,-,r.,

V *

Q *

The partial cross sections for the excitation of a single resonance are expressed

in terms of the weak current matrix elements as follows :

w M 1
l . r . q ? l < N , 3 z 1 | F | N , j a > | * S(U-M)

(112 1,
V H Qz Mz 1

a, (H.q*ï = - -_— — - I|<H.Jx|Fo|N».jx>|* 6(W-m)

The narrow width approximation given by the delta function Rust be replaced by the

appropriate Breit-Higner factor, times a squared elasticity factor n taking into

account the branching ratio of the resonance into the Nv final state, tines a sign

that is important with respect to the interference of resonances. An outline of

the parametrization of the current components Fv," and of the construction of the

transition amplitudes in the harmonic oscillator model for all resonances of

interest with the use of the CVC and PCAC hypotheses is given in refs 25 and 26.

The parametrized currents depend on the transition form factors :



1
1/2-n

" v . i

Mv is taken to be .84 GeV/c
r according to the measured electromagnetic form factor.

The additional factor is an ad hoc factor introduced in the model uith n the number

of oscillator quanta of the resonance under consideration. With this parametriza-

tion, there is one unknown parameter left in the model. It is the «ass occurring

in the axial vector form factor, Ma. The model thus predicts for a given M» and a

given set of baryon resonances, the total and differential cross sections for the

resonance production by (anti-)neutrinos, as Hell as the nucleon-pion invariant

mass spectra and the spin density matrix elements. Conversely, the experimental

results can be used to test the validity of the model and to adjust the parameter

n,.
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chapter 2

The experiment

2.1. Introduction

The experiments that will be described here Here performed at CERN with the Big

European Bubble Chamber (BEBC), equipped uith an External Muon Identifier (END.

BEBC filled uith deuterium was exposed during roughly two thirds of the experi-

mental period to the CERN S.P.S. vM Hide band beam (UBB). The other one third of

the time BEBC was exposed to the vM wide band beam. These tuo experiments are

called the antineutrino and the neutrino experiments.

In this chapter a description of the experimental set-up Hill be given. The

used equipment is almost completely identical for both experiments. Throughout the

technical chapters, uhenever neutrinos are mentioned, antineutrinos are included in

the statement. Any difference in set-up, running mode or results far the tuo types

of neutrinos uill be explicitely mentioned.

2.2. The beams

The CERN S.P.S. neutrino beams are arranged in the following manner : protons

accelerated to the highest energy (400 GeV/c) hit a beryllium target ; in the

primary collisions mainly pions and kaons are produced (the parent particles).

Charged pions decay for 100X into muons and neutrinos, kaons for 63.5%. Neutrinos

are produced by the decays of positive pions and kaons, antineutrinos by negative

ones. The neutrino momentum py in the laboratory system, as a function of the

decay angle cos8* in the centre of mass of the parent particle (velocity Be), is

given by the following expression :
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m H » k 1*11
Pv = 7 (BcosO* + 1),

2
in which m„,k is either the mass of the pion or of the kaon. The decay of the

parent particle is isutropic in its rest frame. From this formula it then can be

seen that pions produce neutrinos of at most 43JC of the pion energy in the labora-

tory system, whereas neutrinos from kaon decays can get a maximum of 95X of the

kaon energy. Principally tuo different types of beams can be produced :

1) Hadrons of all momenta are selected. This gives a neutrino beam of high

intensity with a uide spread in momentum of the neutrinos. (Polychromatic or

Hide band bram, MBB)

2) Parent particles uithin a small momentum bin are selected. The obtained

neutrino beam is more than an order of magnitude down in intensity but contains

two specific energy bins representing neutrinos from pion- respectively kaon

decay. (Dichromatic or narrow band beam, NBB). Making use of the correlation

betueen the radial distance of the observed neutrino and its momentum, as

present in the NBB, a crude determination of the particle's momentum can be

made.

For the experiment described in this thesis the uide band beam uas chosen. The

resulting event energy spectra of the used Hide band beams are shoun in figure 1.

i

2.2.1. Description of the components of the beam line

A schematic overvieu of the CERN v WBB line is shown in figure 2. In this

paragraph the set-up of the WBB for our experiments uill be discussed.

During the experimental period in 1979 the CERN SPS delivered about 1013 protons of

400 GeV/c momentum every 10.8 seconds onto a primary target (T9). This target

consisted of a number of cylindrical pieces of beryllium each 100 mm long and 3 mm

in diameter positioned behind each other in the beam line uith gaps of 90 mm air

inbetueen. This target choice is based on the following considerations: To obtain

an intensive neutrino beam the yield of secondary particles has to be maximised.

Therefore, the reabsorption of secondaries in the target has to be minimised. This

is done by minimising the amount of material that the secondary particles have to

pass in order to escape from the target. Beryllium is a Iou density material

(p=1.848 g/cm3) and the gaps inbetueen the beryllium pieces make the target density

even louer and facilitate the escape of the nearly forward going secondary parti-

cles from the target. The optimal length for obtaining a high neutrino flux at

high energy uith a solid target is equal to one interaction length. By increasing
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Figure 1: Event energy spectra for the CERN UBB's as measured in this experiment.

The curves represent the NUBEAM fits to the data.

the escape probability in the indicated way, the actual length may be taken

somewhat higher, thus increasing the number of proton interactions. For the

antineutrino beam a longer target uas chosen (11 pieces), than for the neutrino

beam (7 pieces) since the yield of entineutrinos lies beloii that of neutrinos.

This goes slightly «t the expense of the high-energy part of the antineutrino

spectrum. The intensity of the beam incidentally varied from 0.5*1019 to 1.3«1013

protons per pulse. The be&m spill of the so called fast resonant extraction
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the CERN v HBB layout. The figure is not to

scale.

amounted to 2-3 msec. The target uas cooled Hith forced helium. At beam intensi-

ties above 1.3*1013 protons per pulse a thicker target uas used in order to prevent

the bending of the target.

To obtain a high intensive narrow shaped beam of neutrinos as much parent

particles as possible have to be focussed and sent into the decay tunnel. This is

realised by two magnetic horns. The first horn was placed at 12.5 m from the

primary target and the second horn (reflector) 71.3 «t downstream. High currents

(100-120 kA) provide a strong rotational symmetric field that focusses particles of

the right charge and defocusses particles of the opposite charge in order to obtain

the wanted neutrinos. The currents are applied in a pulsed mode, synchronous with

the S.P.S. beam spill. The typical construction of the horns facilitates

(de)focussing of particles of all momenta. However, near the axis of the beam line

the bending power of the horns decreases rapidly. This causes a background of

primary protons (yielding additional reactions in the air and in the window of the

decay tunnel) ond fast wrong sign mesons in the focussed beam. Consequently, the

final neutrino beam contains high energetic neutrinos of the wrong type. In the

antineutrino beam setting, where negative particles have to be focussed, this
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problem is much more sever* than in the neutrino setting because the number of

positive hadrons obtained from p-Be collisions is larger than the number of

negative hadrons. Moreover, the neutrinos give rise to more interactions in the

detector than antineutrinos. It is for this reason that for antineutrinos a beam

stopper was placed in front of the first horn to remove the fast positive hadrons

at the cost of loosing also fast negative hadrons and consequently high energetic

antineutrinos.

To allow the parent particles to decay into neutrinos the beam enters a decay

tunnel of 290m length and 1.4-1.2m diameter after being shaped in the magnetic beam

channel. The entrance of the tunnel was shut with a titanium uindou of 3 mm

thickness at the time of the exposure. The tunnel was evacuated to a pressure of 9

mbar in order to avoid hadronic interactions of the parent particles.

Behind the decay tunnel a shielding of 220 m of iron and 103 m of rock and earth

removes the hadrons and muons that accompany the neutrinos. A toroidal magnet was

installed at 102 m from the beginning of the shielding to bend muons away from the

direction of the detector or to focus them into the remaining iron. Before this

installation penetrating muons, scattered in the earth besides the tunnel, could

reach BEBC where they produced a heavy background. This improvement in the

shielding of muons allowed the primary proton momentum to be raised to a higher

value. Where in earlier neutrino days the maximum primary proton momentum used was

350 GeV/c it may nou be 400 GeV/c with no severe muon background. In the period of

this experiment the proton momentum uas 4C0 GeV/c.

At distances of 9.21, 29.64, 49.66, 70 09, 94.12 and 118.6 m from the beginning

of the iron shielding, gaps are made in the iron in which silicon solid state

detectors are placed. These keep track of the muon flux as a function of the depth

of the shielding [281.

2.2.2. Calibration of the beams

The measurement of absolute neutrino cross sections requires knowledge of the

absolute neutrino fluxes and their energy spectra in the detector. With the

knowledge of the pion and kaon production spectra in p-Be collisions and with the

known details of the neutrino beam line components, Monte Carlo predictions of the

beam spectra can be made. The program NUBEAM makes such predictions for all sorts

of configurations [291. The program also predicts the muon fluxes and angular

spectra in the various cavities so that neutrino and muon fluxes may be related.

By comparing the muon results obtained by the program with the measured muon

fluxes, the neutrino flux may be calibrated. The number of muons in the different
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1
gaps in the shielding varies from 10iZ/m* in the first gap to 10*/** in the last

gap. In order to measure these high fluxes silicon charge integrating solid state

detectors are used. The signal received from a detector is a measure for the total

number of traversing charged particles. A detailed description of the system can

be found in ref. 28. In principle each gap contains a set of solid state detectors

arranged perpendicularly to the beam in a way shown in figure 3. The counters in

one gap give an extension profile of the beam perpendicular to the beam axis.

The silicon detectors are not able to distinguish between different kinds of

charged particles. This poses a problem because the muons are always accompanied

O DETECTOR POSITIONS

e.... •
DETECTOR SUPPORT PLAT

Figure 3: Arrangement of the silicon detectors in a gap of the iron shielding.

by a shouer of secondary electrons that are counted together with the muons.

To be able to subtract this background an absolute calibration by means of nuclear

emulsion is performed 130]. Emulsion plates are exposed during one or more S.P.S.

pulses in the gaps directly in front of a counter. An emulsion scan sorts out

throughgoing particles according to their angular distribution. Electrons can be

distinguished from muons by their wider angular distribution. A comparison between

the counter signal and the number of muons in the emulsion plate leads to an

absolute calibration of the counter. An emulsion exposure was performed only once

during each of the runs discussed in this thesis. Scanning of emulsion is a time

consuming job.
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The neutrino bean is Monitored by the silicon counters during each experimental

period. Via their read-out electronics, the muon counters are connected to a

NORD-10 minicomputer. The results of the muon counts are written on magnetic tapes

together with some information about the neutrino beam line components. These

Neutrino Flux Monitoring (NFM) tapes are later used for beam calibration. The

integrated flux of the silicon counters for the complete experiment, calibrated by

means of the photographic emulsion, is scaled to the NUBEAM prediction. The scaled

NUBEAM neutrino flux then may be used to predict the number of events inside the

fiducial volume of the detector, given a certain cross section [31]. Comparison

uith the numbers of measured events yields the experimental cross section as a

function of the neutrino energy.

2.3. The detector

BEBC is the first of a row of detectors in the neutrino beam line. It is target

and detector at the same time. For our experiment BEBC was filled uith liquid

deuterium, and equipped with an External Muon Identifier (EMI) consisting of 61

multiuire proportional chambers (MMPC). From the data taken with this set-up an

accurate reconstruction of events can be made. Protons up to approximately 1 GeV/c

momentum can be identified by means of bubble density and therefore a bubble

chamber experiment is uell suited to study simple exclusive reaction channels in

which not too much energy is contained in neutral outgoing particles.

2.3.1. BEBC

BEBC is a cryogenic bubble chamber that is operated with deuterium at a temperature

of 31.1 K and at a static pressure of 6.6 bar [321. The bubble chamber is shaped

as a large cilinder of 3.7 m diameter and ± 4 m height somewhat rounded at bottom

and top, uith a volume of ± 32 m3 (fig. 4). This gigantic volume and, conse-

quently, the large target mass make BEBC an ideal bubble chamber for neutrino

physics, yielding an appreciable number of events at very low cross sections

(± 10"3t cm*).

The piston that provides the necessary expansions of the volume is located at

the bottom and covered m'th a plate of 1.80 m diameter to hide the boiling effects

around the piston. The expansion stroke and change in volume are 9-9.3 cm and

0.65-0.685C respectively. The expansion cycles are synchronized with the beam pulse

and take 10.8 sec. each.

The inner walls of the bubble chamber are covered with a light reflecting
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Figure 4: Vertical crosm section of BEBC.
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material, the so called scotchlite, in uhich crosses are engraved at specified

positions; the fiducial marks. They serve for the position calibration of the

chamber needed for the spatial reconstruction of the observed events.

During each expansion , four pictures of BEBC are taken. The flash is applied

6-10 ms after the beam spill to let the bubbles grow in size. Five holes have been

spared out in the upper cryogenic Hall of BEBC. In four of these holes camaras

equipped Kith fish-eye lenses are installed. The cameras are all looking at the

volume from above with angles of 13° respective to the vertical axis. Thanks to

this special optics about 2/3 of the volume is visible. Honever.' the focussing

depth of the lenses reduces the observable volume. To obtain uell measured points

and tracks, a fiducial volume has been defined for the primary vertex in the

vertical (z-)direction between -110cm and 100cm, where 2=0 is the middle of the

Figure 5: toundarics »f the fiducial volume in the horizontal plane.

chamber.

In the horizontal plan* the fiducial volume is bound by the cross section area of

two circles (fig. S). One of these has a radius of ISO cm, being 5 cm less than
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the radius of BEBC, and has its center at the center of BEBC. The second circle

has the same radius as BEBC, but has its center shifted by 50 cm in the negative

x-direction. This is done to assure a minimum track length for fast particles

facilitating momentum reconstruction.

To maintain the right temperature , BEBC is placed in a vacuumtank. Around this

tank tuo superconducting coils (5700A) are mounted that create a homogenic magnetic

field of 3.5T inside BEBC. This magnetic field serves to perform momentum measure-

ments of charged particles with momenta up to 200 GeV/c. The sign of the field is

changed uhen the beam is changed from v to v setting and vice versa. This leads to

a bending in the same direction of the muons in both experiments and thus creates

comparable EMI conditions for v and v beam settings. A cylindrical iron return

yoke with a radius of 6 m is placed around BEBC to reduce the field outside this

area and to enforce the field lines inside BEBC.

The deuterium that was used as the target material is of high purity. Being

distilled from pre-war water it contains very little tritium. The amount of

tritium that pollutes deuterium today is three orders of magnitude higher. The

background of decaying tritium on the photographs is not disturbing. The liquid is

also free from hydrogen to a ratio of 10"*.

2.3.2. The EHI

To study reactions of neutrinos a good identification of muons is necessary.

For particles with momenta below 1 GeV/c identification is often possible by

studying the track properties in BEBC. However, no distinction can be made by

means of bubble density or multiple scattering between pions and muons. For the

identification of muons, their high penetration is used to separate them from

hadrons that are much easier stopped or scattered. For the detection of the

penetrating muons BEBC is equipped with an External Muon Identifier (EMI) (33].

Directly behind BEBC (as seen in the direction of the beam) a lead block is placed

as at first hadron absorber. Secondly, iron is added to the return yoke in order to

achieve a total iron thickness of 1.7 in in the central beam passing region. This

shielding of iron and lead should prevent the penetration of hadrons coming from

BEBC into the outer plane of the EMI.

The EM! consists of three planes of proportional Hire chambers (fig. 6). Each

chamber is one by three meters large and has three Hire planes. The "inner"" EMI

plane, a row of 8 wire chambers, is placed between the coil and the iron shielding

at approximately 4 m from the center of BEBC. The spatial resolution of these

chambers is 16 mm. The "outer" EMI plane consists of 47 chambers arranged outside

the shielding in a half circle with a radius of 7.7 m around the center of BEBC.
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Figure 6: Horizontal cross section through BEBC and the External Muon Identifier.

Since the field is set to bend muons of the right sign to the left, the planes of

the EMI are put in an assymetric position relative to the neutrino direction. In

the middle of the outer plane .directly behind the thick iron shielding, 5 chambers

uith a spatial resolution of 4 mm are placed, with their long axes in the hori-

zontal direction. On either side two arrays of chambers placed vertically above

each other complete the outer plane. At both ends of the outer plane the spatial

resolution of the chambers is 16 mm. Because most of the very fast muons are

crossing the EMI through the center the resolution is chosen highest at this place.

The third EMI plane is the so called veto counter, an array of six chambers placed

in front of BEBC to veto muons not coming from inside BEBC.
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All information about hits in the EMI, timeslot number, chamber number, Hire

number etc. «re transferred to a Hord-10 minicomputer via read-out electronics.

The EMI information is recorded in timeslots of 200 nsec. The start of the data

taking is triggered by a prepulse preceding the beam pulse. During the length of

the beam pulse, 2-3 msec , the EMI data is recorded and afterwards written onto a

magnetic tape. The dead time inbetueen tuo beam pulses is used to perform computer

controlled tests on the performance of the chambers and of the individual Hires

Csee e.g. ref. 34). The test results are written on the same magnetic tape and can

be used in the analysis to correct for the EMI performance.

During data taking as well as during analysis there are several possibilities of

selecting EMI data. Tor the antineutrino run all information recorded by the EMI

uas kept. Because the neutrino beam is more intense and the neutrino cross section

is higher, there are more hits in the EMI, causing overflow of the data buffers.

To avoid this overflow and loss of useful data, during the neutrino run EMI data

uas only kept if a coincidence in time occurred between hits in inner and outer

planes. This coincidence selection is performed by the EMI hardware.

2.4* Run results

In the months of June and July of 1979 3 periods of 10 days were assigned to the

AMBOPAPISATO1 collaboration to perform the experiment MA25 in BEBC. For this

purpose BEBC was cleaned from hydrogen and filled with deuterium. This change of

liquid took some time because BEBC had never before been run with a deuterium

filling and thus extensive tests had to be performed. It uas decided to apply the

antineutrino beam in the first and the last period of ten days and the neutrino

beam during the period inbetueen. Priority was given to antineutrinos for several

reasons. First, this was the first v D experiment at high energies. In the second

place the v beam has a lower intensity due to the lower yield of negative particles

from the primary target (±1/3 of v). Moreover, v's have a smaller total cross

section. To obtain about equally i'—ortant samples of both v and v interactions,

twice as many v data were taken as compared to v data. The placing of the neutrino

run inbetween two antineutrino runs was chosen to avoid having no v data in case of

a total breakdown of the system before the end of the runs. However, the system

gave little problems with the deuterium running conditions and the full 30 days

1 At the start of the experiment in 1979, the collaboration existed of groups from
Amsterdam, Bologna, Padova, Pisa, Saclay and Torino. In 1980 Bergen (Norway)
joined the collaboration. This group took part in the analysis of the neutrino
part of the data.
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were available for data taking. The quality of the pictures Has remarkably good

and the background and boiling spots on the pictures Here largely within tolerable

limits. The performance of the EMI Has also good during the uhole period. The

electronic inefficiency turned out to be less than 5X over the complete 30 days.

Taken all together this run period uas very succesfull. In total 125.836 v

pictures and 59.822 v pictures were taken. About 40 tapes Hitfc EMI data uere

written. The scanning and measurement of the pictures Has started in the beginning

of august 1979 after the distribution of the films over the six laboratories

involved in the experiment. Today the experiment still continues after additional

runs in 1980, 1981 and 1983.
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chapter 3

The scanning and measurement system at the NIKHEF

This chapter is dedicated to the scanning and measurement system as it exists at

the NIKHEF institute and to a description of the processing of the events.

3.1. The measurement configuration

At the NIKHEF institute in Amsterdam four Abel film plane and two Bessy image

plane digitizers, produced by SFAT, Paris, are available for scanning and measure-

ment of the pictures. All six tables are connected by control units to a

MO0COMP II mini computer. The MODCOMP II is connected to a medium scale computer;

up to august 1981 a CDC 6400 thereafter followed by a CYBER 173. Connected to the

main computer is a disk dedicated to the experiment on uhich part of the data base

is kept available during the processing stage. Tape copies of the disk are made

for back-up purposes. The final data, ready for physics analysis, is kept on

magnetic tapes. This so called Data Summary Tape (D.S.T.) is written in the HYDRA

FQT format that enables an easy exchange of D.S.T.'s betueen the laboratories

involved. The system : measurement apparatus-MODCOMP-CYBER-disk, facilitates an

efficient communication betueen operator and computer (fig 7).

The scanning and measurement and the geometrical reconstruction computations are

performed in an on-line mode to speed up the (re-)measurement of the data.
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Figure 7: The configuration of the measurement system.

3.2. Computers

The six measurement tables are connected to a dedicated MODCOMP II computer by

means of an interface named 'Abel link' hereafter. The MODCOMP is equipped Hith 64

K of 16 bits memory and a IOIS-unit for the communication with the measurement

tables and the terminal screens. The operating system in the MODCOMP is the MAXCOM

system, facilitating a reentrant structure of the communication programs. The

MODCOMP has no floating point hardware and is not equipped with magnetic disks,

tapes or printers. The program is down-loaded from the CYBER 173, where also the

compilation takes place. The connection with the CYBER is made by a commercially

available interface. The MODCOMP computer exchanges data Hith the CYBER an request
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and applies for computations in the CYBER at various points in the scanning and

Measurement procedure. In general, the programs in the CYBER are dormant, as

explained in section 3.5.1. All immediate response to the scanning tables is

provided by the MODCOMP.

3.3. Abels and Bessies

Abels and Bessies are both scanning and measuring devices. Abels digitize the

film plane whereas Bessies digitize the image plane of the film. The film handling

and measurement systems are different for the tuo kinds of tables, resulting among

others in different measurement accuracies. The Abels have been equipped with some

hardware extensions that facilitate semi automatic measurements whereas the Bessies

are not. The magnifications of Abels and Bessies are 24 times and 17 times, the

measurement precisions approximately 2 \m and 10 |tm respectively. All measurements

are performed on Abels whereas the Bessies are only used as scanning, premeasure-

ment and checking devices.

3.3.1. The Abels

The Abels are devices specially designed for the measurement of BEBC pictures

of 70 mm by 95 mm. The apparatus is built in tuo levels : upstairs a projector and

downstairs a horizontal scanning table uith the operator consoles (fig S).

The four films containing the four projections, are mounted simultaneously on a

stage that can be moved in tuo directions in a horizontal plane. The stage is

moved by means of two tacho generator motors, one for the x- and one for the

y-direction. The position of the stage is determined uith tuo Heidenhain linear

encoders uith a precision of 2 |im . Corrections for the non linearity of the scale

are made to the measured coordinates by the computer program. The smoothness of

the calibration has been checked by measurements of a calibration grid. The

stepping motors can either be activated by the operator or by computer instruction.

The films slide through 4 separate film gates. They can be transported individu-

ally. The transport can be controlled by the operator via a keyboard from which

also the projection lamps and the measurements are controlled. Computer control

exists also for these functions.

The optical system consists of 4 distinct assemblies each consisting of a light

box, a Fresnel lens condenser and an object lens. This system is connected to the

chassis of the projector; the films move with respect to it. The 4 pictures are

projected on the same area, one at a time. The dimensions of the scanning table
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Figure 4: Front (a) mnd side view (b) of an Abel measuring table.

are 1.30 m by 1.61 m. To bring any part of the picture in the operators field of

view, the picture is moved with respect to the fixed optical system by means of the

moving x-y stage.

The measurements of points and tracks on the pictures are performed in the

folloHing uay : A reference cross is projected on the scanning table by a separate

projector, fixed to the rigid projector body. The projection of this cross is

fixed to a position near the operator. By moving the x-y stage, the projection of

a point of the film is superposed on the projection of the cross. The x- and

y-coordinates of the cross nou are defined by the position of the stage. These

coordinates are transmitted to the MODCONP when the measurement button is touched.

To measure a track, a series of points on the track has to be measured.

To facilitate measurements, these conventional Abels are equipped with tuo video

cameras and a monitor [351. One of the video cameras is linked to a common meas-

urement processor. The other is connected to the monitor. The tuo video cameras
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are both installed under the scanning table while the monitor stands on the table

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \

Figure 9: Arrangement of the video system of the Abels.

(fig. 9).

A circular hole of 5 cm diameter has been made in the scanning table at the place

of the projected cross and is covered with a matglass plate. The light falling

through this plate is detected by both cameras. The view of one of the cameras is

displayed on the monitor with a magnification of approximately ten times. This

helps the operator to position a point accurately on the measurement cross in case

of a hand measurement. The other camera is used for the automatic measurement of

tracks and fiducials. The automatic measurement processor also needs information

about the angular direction of tracks. To facilitate the measurements of angles,

the reference cross can be rotated around its central position. The automatic

measurement system uill be explained below.

The steering cf the Abels and the transmission of data are performed with the

Abel control units and the Abel links for each of the measurement devices. The

operator communicates directly with the computer via a BEEHIVE video display with a

keyboard.
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Abel control units and Abel links

The Abel control units take care of the actions performed on the Abels. The

actions may be taken by the operator or by the MODCONP-II computer. The operator

activates the unit Hith the Abel keyboard. He may move the x-y stage with the

speedball and rotate the reference cross. The computer activates the unit via the

Abel link interface that decodes the computer instructions. The measurements

transmitted from the control unit to the computer also floH through the Abel link.

The Abel control unit contains all hardware needed to drive the x and y motors, the

film transport and cross rotation stepping motors, the projection lamps, the film

gates etc.. It also contains the translation logic for signals from manual

steering and from computer steering as well as the logic to choose between either

of these in case of simultaneous signals [361.

The Abel link contains several data and status registers. The physical connec-

tion between Abel link and computer are a set of twisted pair cables ; 18 pairs

Abel input C16 data bits and the read and write synchronisation signals) and 17

pairs Abel output (16 data bits and the interrupt request line).

For the following functions, data are transmitted frcm the MODCOMP to the Abel

link in a 16 bit word :

reference cross steering angle

- movement velocity of film stage in x and y directions

- audio communication

- projection lamp selection

- film transport «direction instructions

The maximum number of bits used for this data is 12 (bits 0 to 11 counted from the

right to the left); the remaining bits are used to indicate the type of data. In

hexadecimal code these indications within the data words are :

Oxxx Angle steering instruction

Ixxx Lamp steering or audio communication

e.g. 1x2x = lamp projection 1 on

Iixx = signal 550 Herz

etc.

3xxx Master clear

4xxx Test word for hardware tests

5xxx Film transport instruction

6xxx x stage movement instruction
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8xxx y stage movement instruction

The signals are converted to TTL logic by the receivers and passed into a register

demultiplexer. This demultiplexer uses the bits 12 to 15 to activate the indicated

function; the data in bits 0 to 11 are passed to a specific register. From this

register the data, or signals deduced from it, are led to the Abel control unit.

For testing purposes a specific 16 bit word may be sent to the circuit and Hill be

returned to the computer.

Among the measurement data that are transmitted from the Abel control unit to

the computer via the Abel link are the x and y positions of the film stage. These

are taken from the x-y counters in the Abel link that are connected to the Heiden-

hain linear encoders. The angular position of the reference cross is taken from an

angle-encoder connected to the motor that rotates the cross. Input of data to the

computer is initialised by the computer itself after an interrupt given by the Abel

link or resulting from the needs of the computer program. Each measurement device

has its own interrupt line to the computer. A data block of eight 16 bit words is

read at a time. The first word is a status word containing information about the

kind of interrupt and the validity of the data. The eight data words have the

folloHing meaning :

nord 1 Status. bit 0 end of filmtransport interrupt

" " 1 interrupt given by operator (coordinate measurement)

" " 2 stage end of travel indication

" " 3 automatic measurement interrupt

" " 4 data automatic measurement valid

" " 5 x-error

" " 6 y-error

" " 7 angle error

" « $ computer steering on

" " 12 projection 4 lamp on

" " 13 projection 3 lamp on

" " 14 projection 2 lamp on

" " 15 projection 1 lamp on

word 2 x-coordinate

word 3 y-coordinate

word 4 output word for hardware tests

uord 5 angle coordinate

word 6 bit 15 - OS position correction

bit 07 - 00 angle correction

uord 7 bit 15 - 08 reciprocal radius of curvature
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bit 07 - 00 uidth of histogran pulse

uord 8 bit 15 - 08 contents of histogram pulse

bit 07 - 06 length of scanned area (not used)

bit 05 - 03 contents column counter

The last three words are data from the automatic measurement system.

The automatic measurement system

The automatic measurement is used to speed up the measurement of tracks and

fiducials. When a track is measured automatically, it needs not be positioned

exactly on the measurement cross but only in the vicinity of it. The automatic

measurement processor determines the distance between the track and the measurement

cross; the correction for the deviation is performed by the computer. The

processor also determines the angle and the approximate curvature of the track.

The necessary digital computations are performed in the measurement processor by

means of histogramming techniques. The steering along the measured track is then

performed by the computer.

The automatic measurement of fiducials is done in a similar mode, also under

computer control.

The measurement system, which Has designed by F.Hartjes works as follows [35].

For reference purposes, the measurement cross is surrounded by two thick, bright

lines and a bright block. These extra lines are projected on the matglass plate

together uith the measurement cross. The block defines a measurement direction and

thus a measurement arrow is defined rather than a cross. The video camera that is

used for the automatic measurements, scans the projection falling on the matglass

plate in 123 scanning lines (fig. 10). The measuring video camera does not see the

thin lines of the measurement cross because these are taken away by means of colour

filters. The other video camera sees the whole picture on the matglass because

especially the measurement cross is needed for (semi-)hand measurements.

The video signal is interpreted by the automatic measurement processor. The lining

grid of the camera turns around together uith the measurement arrow so that the

scanning lines are always perpendicular to the reference lines. The rotation is

performed by cabled logic in the processor.

A scheme of the automatic measurement system is given in fig 11. The processor

contains several counters. The line counter counts the position of the video spot

on a scanning line whereas the frame counter counts the line being scanned. An

additional supporting line counter is used to alter the start count position of a

line. The position of the video spot is determined by the count positions of the

line and frame counters.
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Figure 10: The measurement arrow and the video scan system.

The processor first searches for the first line in which no signal of the reference

block is found (see bottom of fig. 10). Starting with this line the processor

scans 96 lines in upward direction (see fig. 10) or an equivalent area of 1.2 mm

length on the picture. It discriminates the video signal for the detection of the

bright reference lines and the track (including background noise). The reference

lines surround an area of 0.4 mm width on the picture. The average positions of

the inner edges of the reference lines are used to calibrate the track coordinate

on this line. The coordinate is defined with respect to the center between the
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Figure 11: The automatic measurement system.

reference lines and has a least count corresponding to 2.8 |im. The track coordi-

nates, one from each scanned line, are stored in a histogram memory. The automatic

measurement processor determines the distance of a track with respect to the

measurement arrow as well as the angle and the curvature of the track by analysing

the contents of the histogram memory.

The histogram analysis techniques are the follouing :

In two steps the angle of the track with respect to the reference lines is deter-

mined. For each step the grid is divided into two parts containing 48 lines each

and histograms are made of each part (fig. 12a). The processor searches for a peak

in each histogram. A peak in either histogram must have a height of at least 8

counts and a content of at least 16 counts to be accepted. If one or both histo-

grams do not have a good peak, the histogram bins are taken twice as big, and

again, untill good peaks are found. If eventually a second peak occurs in the

histogram due to a background track or something equivalent in the scanned area,

the processor always takes the peak that is the nearest to the center of the

histogram «hen the peaks are of the same width (parallel tracks). If the tracks

are not parallel the processor chooses the track that is most parallel to the

reference cross (narrower peak).

From the centers of the two peaks the angle of the track is determined. The first
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time the angle is determined, the start count position of the line counter is the

same for each line. The second time the additional line counter is used to shift

the start count position for each neu line with a value depending on the line

number (frame counter) and the angle of the track. This is done so that the zero

of the line through the measurement arrow is left unaltered. The effect of the

shift is that the columns of the new histograms nou lie in the direction of the

track.

After the second angle determination, the curvature of the track is determined also

in tHO steps (fig. 12b). To do this the scanning area is again divided over two

histograms. An upper and lower part each containing 24 lines are histogrammed

together while the other histogram contains the central 48 lines. The curvature is

determined from the peak centers of both histograms and the neu start value of the

additional line counter is adapted for each line with a quadratic formula. The

second time the columns of the histogram thus are bent according to the direction

and the curvature of the track. After the second determination of the curvature

the off-set of the additional line counter is again adapted and nou the angle is

determined for the last time. Finally a histogram of all scanning lines is made

and the position of the peak representing the track is determined (fig. 12c). The

final peak must have a height of at least 16 counts and a content of at least 32

counts to be accepted. The coordinate that is transmitted to the Abel link by the

processor is the central coordinate of this peak, representing the distance between

the track and the measurement cross .measured perpendicular to the reference lines.

The processor also transmits the angle and curvature of the track. These values

are used to correct the x and y values of the measurement as given by the Abel

control unit. This correction is performed in the computer. The computer also

tests the bit that confirms the validity of the automatic measurement.

The accuracy of a point measurement with the automatic measurement controller

depends on the quality of the track and of the film. If the background density of

the film is too low, the contrast between track and background becomes bad. If the

density is too high, the contrast will not improve but the signal to noise ratio

will get worse due to the growing fraction of electronic noise from the video

amplifier [37].

The optical density D is a logaritmic function of the ratio Io'I of the intensi-

ties of the incoming light and transmitted light.

D = 10log Io/I

The processor works best for values of D around 0.9 ; below D = 0.7 the loss of

signal due to the loss of contrast is substantially. Above 0 = 1.4 only clear

tracks will give good results. If D is big the processor can br. forced to take
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Figure 12: Histogramming techniques for automatic measurement.

more analysis steps, thus working slower. In table 1 the effect of this procedure

is shown. For a clear line or a minimum ionising track in a good background, the

accuracy obtained is v = 0.55 least counts or ±1.5 urn.

analysis

TABLE

Film background density and

speed D boundaries

1 <=normal) 0.7 - 1.4

V2

1/4

0.7 - 1.7

0.7 - 2.0

1

point processing

time per

80 -

160 -

320 -

time.

measured point

300

600

1200

msec

msec

msec
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Track «teering

For quick measurements of tracks the computer performs track steering. From the

coordinates of three consequetively measured points a prediction is made of the

continuation of the track that takes the track's curvature into account. If only

two points have been measured, the program extrapolates the track linearily. If

only one point has been measured, the program makes use of the measured direction

of the measurement arrow. The operator is supposed to put the arrow manually in

the right position before measuring the track. The computer sends data words to

the Abel link that contain the instructions for movement of the x-y stage and the

positioning of the measurement arrow. The stage is moved to a next measurement

position and the direction of the arrow is set to the predicted tangent of the

track in the point of measurement. In this way, tracks may be followed quickly.

The set of points to be measured are spaced according to a computer algorithm

depending on the track curvature and the anticipated particle identity (e.g.

electrons). The measurement itself may be automatic, as described before, or under

adjustment control of the operator.

3.3.2. The Bessies

The Bessies used in the institute are devices that project the film plane via a

high precision mirror onto a flat table. The measurement is done in the image

plane by hand positioning of a measurement cross. To the measurement cross a

"mangio spago" device is attached, consisting of two wires acting on digital wheel

counters. The coordinates of the point are deduced from the length of the unrolled

part of the wires. Due to this measurement procedure as well as because of the

lower magnification of the lenses the Bessies are less precise instruments than the

Abels. Also a measurement takes more time. Therefore preferably all large meas-

urements were done on Abels.

3.4. The data base

The data base of the rolls that are under inspection is kept on a disk connected to

the main computer. The data base system was developed to be as compact as possible

[381. Its logical record is a frame (=4 pictures =4 views) which means that each

frame is represented by its own record of variable length on the disk. Each frame

occurs only once in the data base independent of in what stage of processing it may

be. For a specific roll the records of information concerning the frames are
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1
ordered in a so called "chain". The simplest chain is initialized off-line by

reading the EMI Magnetic tape that accompanies a roll and contains the wanted

information ordered per frame. Each subsequent step in the processing may add or

delete information about a frame. The total content of the record belonging to a

specific frame reflects the status of the frame in the processing sequence. Each

program needs an input chain and produces an output chain. Once a frame is handled

it disappears from the input chain and a possible extended record is added to the

output chain. This output chain can again serve as the input chain for a next

processing step. Normally a next processing step is started when the actual step

is finished. In that case the frames of one roll are divided over two chains. It

is not forbidden, however, that a next step is started before the previous one was

finished and then a roll has more than tuo chains at a time. Still each frame is

found only once in the system. An administration of all existing chains, together

with the read and write links, is kept on the same disk and can be consulted at any

time. The system is fully reentrant and performs all administration at the moment

of the input/output action. No after job processing needs to be performed.

3.5. The programs

The processing of the experiment, from BEBC roll to reconstructed events on

D.S.T.. is performed by a set of on-line and off-line computer programs under

guidance and activation of professional scanners and physicists. The flow of the

data through the program structure is shown in fig. 13.

The data enters the laboratory as films with pictures of BEBC, 4 films covering a

roll, 4 simultaneously taken projections of the chamber covering a frame. These

BEBC rolls are accompanied by EMI tapes containing the data recorded with the EMI

in coincidence with the taking of the pictures. Only well measured and checked

events are written on D.S.T. after the processing and are used for further physics

research.

The programs are divided into interactive and controlling programs at one side

and data handling programs at the other side.

3.5.1. Interactive and controlling programs

The communication between the operators and the programs in the main computer

that manage the scanning- and measurement procedures is controlled by the MODCOMP

interactive program. The operators have BEEHIVE displays on their tables that are

connected to the MODCOMP. Instructions for MODCOMP and CYBER are given via these
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Figure 13: Flow chart of data processing.

displays.

KAIN is the program in the main computer that communicates Hith the MODCOMP and

activates MOPSxx programs, where xx is a number from 1 to 6 that identifies the

table that Hants to communicate. While all tables may be in a different stage of

film processing they all have their own MOPSxx program in the main computer. This

MOPSxx program activates the wanted data handling program. It receives and

processes the results, stores them in the data base and generates instructions for
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the MODCOMP minicomputer. After finishing its performance it becomes dormant until

a neu request arrives. The MODCOMP interactive program translates the instructions

into operator instructions that appear on the BEEHIVE or into instructions for the

Abel control units that may induce movements of the support structure or transport

of the films.

3.5.2. The data handling programs

The first program that affects the data is the off-line program GENEMI that

sorts out good frames by checking the contents of the EMI magnetic tape(s). Good

frames are defined as frames for which proper EMI data uas registred. EMI magnetic

tape data is ordered per roll and frame. Roll and frame numbers correspond to

those of the BEBC data. Each block of EMI magnetic tape data contains status words

indicating the status of BEBC and of the EMI at the time of recording. If the

status flags indicate an error or overflow during the recording the EMI data and

the corresponding frame are rejected. The EMI data is reduced by selecting only

tineslots with at least one particle registration in the inner plane and one in the

outer plane of the EMI. Those timeslots are written on disk on the so-called EMI

chain. For each good frame a block of EMI data is written on disk. This sequence

of blocks is the simplest chain that can exist far a roll or a part of it. (See

section 3.3) Separate disk files exist on which GENEffi keeps an administration of

the EMI tapes and their contents as well as information about the frames already

written to disk.

The SCAN program is activated on-line by the table operator via a BEEHIVE

command. Three possibilities are provided :

- /CDC ESCA

First scan; the only starting possibility.

- /CDC TSCA

Second scan and comparison. This is one of the two possibilities after comple-

tion of the first scan of a frame.

- /CDC SCAN

If first and second scan have been done, continue with measurement. If only the

first scan has been done, continue with second scan and comparison, immmediately

followed by measurement.

The FIRST SCAN uses the EMI chain to select the frames that have to be scanned.

It then gives instructions to the MODCOMP to generate film transport if needed.
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After film transport a slou continuous movement of the film support chassis is

generated to display tuo of the four available views to the scanner. This last

feature exists only for Abels; it facilitates a concentrated search for events.

After the display the program guides the scanner in obtaining a scanning matrix of

possible events by means of a series of questions [34]. In essence the scanning

matrix contains al information about interaction points and tracks that have to be

measured later. Also information about interactions or decays of secondary charged

particles and associated secondary neutral particles is included in the matrix.

After completion of the matrix a premeasurement of the points contained in the

matrix has to be performed in all four views. For later reference also one fidu-

cial mark has to be measured.

The scanning matrix and premeasurements are stored together with the EMI data on a

neu chain, the record on the input chain being deleted.

Normally the SECOND SCAN is started only after the first scan of a complete roll

has been finished. Preferably it is not done by the scanner of the first round.

This is done to obtain tuo independent registrations from Mhich scanning efficien-

cies can be deduced. The output chain of the first scan nou serves as the input

chain of the second scan. The second scanner follows the same line as the first

scanner without knowing the results of the first scan. Only after completion of

the second scan and premeasurements the second scanner is informed about eventual

differences in the two scanning matrices.

The tuo matrices are compared by the COMPARISON program and differences in

positions of points as well as omissions from either one matrix are signalled.

Either the program finds no differences and returns to the processing sequence, or

the scanner is shown a summary of both matrices and asked to make a decision in

favour of one of them or to rescan. Depending on the chosen scan option the next

action is a measurement of the event(s) or the second scan of the next good frame.

If the second scan is continued the results are again stored on an output chain

whereas the frame disappears from the input chain.

The MEASUREMENT program uses the scan results to generate instructions for the

scanner. Immediately before measurement a check is made by the geometry program to

ascertain that the premeasured event(s) lie inside the fiducial volume. If the

scanner starts the measurement independently from the second scan, he is provided

with the scanning matrix. For each view the instructions are ordered in the

sequence : measurement of fiducials - measurement of a point - measurement of a

track originating from this point - eventually measurement of a visible end point

of the track. First all tracks belonging to one interaction point have to be
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finished before • next point and its tracks are presented for measurement. To

facilitate the search for a point that is to be measured, the program uses the

premeasurements of fiducials and points. It generates a movement of the film

support structure that projects the point in question over the reference cross for

measurements. If a track has to be measured that connects two interaction points,

the premeasured second point is shown to make clear uhich track has to be measured.

Leaving points of tracks are not contained in the scanning matrix and are not

premeasured, so in this stage of processing they cannot be used to indicate tracks.

After measurement of all points and tracks the next view is presented. The order

of track measurement is the same in all views.

Upon completion of the measurement the geometrical reconstruction of points and

tracks is immediately carried out by the main computer [391. The program performs

a full mass dependent reconstruction of all charged tracks, also called prongs

hereafter. The GEOM program is extended uith a processor that judges the results

and gives diagnostics (JUDGE). The criteria used in the judging routine are based

on reconstruction residuals and chi-squares of tracks and points. The results of

the geometrical reconstruction and the diagnostics are displayed on the BEEHIVE

terminal. If the measurement uas correct the GEOM program returns control to the

chosen scan procedure. If errors or bad measurements were made the operator can

perform partial or complete remeasurements. Hereafter, another processor of the

GEOfi program merges the results of both measurements if necessary and calls GEOM

once again. In principle this procedure may be repeated several times to give an

operator the opportunity to repair bad measurements. Normally one remeasurement is

sufficient. The proper reconstruction of an event is the end of the first on-line

phase for a frame. All obtained information about the frame is stored on the

output chain of the measurement and reconstruction procedure.

A frame may have been subdivided in several segments during the measurement,

each containing one or more vertices. This is done specially for frames uith more

than one event or uith an excessive number of associated gammas and V°'s. The

segmentation possibility also makes the frame easier to handle for the operator

because it avoids long measurement sessions. In the off-line phase the first

program that treats the output chain of the on-line scan and measurement is the

program CONDENS. This program collects all segments of a measurement and composes

a single geometry record for each frame. The program has the option to produce one

record per primary vertex in cases uhere the event density on the film becomes

high.

The second off-line program is THIRA, the track and hit reconstruction and
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association program [401. Its purpose is to identify unions. It uses the

geometrically reconstructed tracks of an event as well as the EMI data belonging to

the frame on which the event was found. First of all it sorts out tracks that

leave the BEBC chamber without interacting. Those tracks are the only muon candi-

dates. The chosen tracks are extrapolated towards the EMI. The program takes

account of the magnetic field and the properties of the material between BEBC and

the EMI planes. The track following part then predicts the coordinates where the

extended tracks would hit the EMI. These coordinates are given as the number of

the wire chamber and the hit position in chamber coordinates. The hit reconstruc-

tion part reconstructs the relevant EMI data and gives the chamber numbers and

coordinates of actual hits in the EMI. The association part of the program finally

tries to associate actual with predicted hits. It thereby takes the multiple

scattering of the particle in the traversed material and the momentum error into

account in order to allou for errors in the predicted hits. When an extrapolated

track is associated with two real hits in the EMI, one in the inner plane and one

in the outer plane, with an acceptable chi-squared probability, the track is

labeled as a muon in the data structure. Non associated tracks are labeled as

non-muons. The two required hits in the EMI must occur in one timeslot of EMI

data. Time associated hits are required to avoid "ghost" muons. For instance high

energetic, scattered or secondary hadrons reach the inner plane in high numbers.

Also cosmic particles give incidental hits in both planes. Accidental association

is diminished to a few percent if coincidence in time of associated hits is

required. THIRA ends the first off-line phase. A chain is made from which all

empty frames are removed.

The roll is again mounted on a table, either a Abel or a Bessy. The program

that is activated this time is the decision program called PLUIS. PLUIS has

several stages. After THIRA a first decision is taken by a physicist about the

measurement quality and the geometrical reconstruction as well as about the

topology given to the event by the scanner. As an aid in searching for the

event(s) the physicist can use the show option in which all vertex points may be

shown in all views. If the event was correctly measured and reconstructed the

event is passed without further action. If failures occurred the event may be

immediately rescanned or remeasured. Remeasurements may be complete or partly,

also new objects may be added to the measurement. Good events are left as they

were. Events that were sent back are again reconstructed by 6E0M, CONDENS and

THIRA and enter the decision stage once again. After this all events are fed into

the off-line kinematics program , even if the decision was still negative after two

rounds.



The KINEMATICS program tries to reconstruct events as Interactions of neutrinos

uith deuterium [41]. Reconstruction is only tried for events Mith five prongs or

less. Since the incoming particle in the interaction is a neutrino from a Hide-

band beam its momentum is not known. However, there is information on the direc-

tion of the beam. Uhen all outgoing particles are measured, three of the four

equations of momentum and energy conservation remain for an event to fit to a

certain hypothesis. If a neutral particle Has produced in the interaction but not

seen by means of a possible decay, a constrained fit is not possible (see also

section 4.4). The average number of unseen particles increases uith the charged

multiplicity, or topology of the event and thus it becomes irrelevant to try to

reconstruct events uith high topologies. Moreover, events uith high topologies are

never used to study exclusive reactions.

The kinematics program analysis the event in terms of different hypotheses, in

uhich definite mass assignments are made to the visible and possibly invisible

particles. For each hypothesis, kinematics makes up a momentum balance uith

respect to the nominal beam direction and indicates the track uith the highest

momentum transverse to the beam. If the missing quantities are too large kine-

matics does not try to fit the event to the hypothesis. For the purpose of fitting

deuterium events, the program adds a spectator neutron to proton* or a spectator

proton to neutron events. A spectator proton is only added if no such particle had

been detected and measured. The introduced momentum errors of the added particle

reflect the Hulthen distribution [421. For the error of spectator protons, the

Hulthen distribution is truncated above 150 MeV/c since protons with a momentum

above that limit should be visible in the chamber.

If the first tests are passed kinematics tries to fit the event and returns the

fitted quantities and errors as Hell as a fit probability. The kinematical output

is added to the existing information and written to disk while a summary of the

event on paper is kept for use in the decision procedure.

In the second decision stage each event is again inspected on the table making

use of the kinematics paper output and the program PLUIS. Again the physicist can

send the event back to the rescan and remeasurement phase. If an event has been

properly measured and processed, he can take decisions about particle identities on

the basis of bubble densities and end point characteristics. He can also reject

tracks or vertices, choose between kinematics hypotheses and add track information

such as charge and end point information. All data entry is performed in an

interactive way by making use of the BEEHIVE display on the measuring table. The

decisions are incorporated in the data structure uhen the event is put on D.S.T..

The events that were not accepted but sent back, again flow through the program
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structure as shoun in the figure. In general bad events are sent back only once in

every judging procedure. If it fails a second time it is always accepted to enter

the next processing phase. Events that fail the last decision procedure for the

second time are thrown into the garbage can. After the processing of a complete

roll or part of the experiment this garbage can is put upside doun and the events

that roll out are counted per topology. In this way the passing rates per

topology are deduced.

The program that takes the events from the chain and puts them on D.S.T. is the

last that affects the data. It incorporates the decisions on particle identities

and other decisions taken in the last PLUIS phase in the data structure. If no

identification of the particle was passible, the program chooses the pion mass for

the particle. It also performs synthesis on the tracks that have big measurement

errors but that had an interaction of which the interaction products were measured.

Synthesis means that the outgoing tracks are used to establish the momentum compo-

nents of the incoming particle. On the D.S.T. also information is made available

about the detection of the events during the first and/or second scanning session.

After a succesful treatment by the program the event is added to the D.S.T. in

HYDRA FQJ format. The D.S.T. contains the GEOM output, the EMI reconstructed data,

the kinematics output and a summary of the physical information on the event, the

so-called PHYS block. This PHYS block is used later to construct a mini-dst that

contains the most important physical information.
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chapter 4

One pion production and quasi-elastic scattering in v D and v D interactions

4.1. Introduction

The reactions in which one can study one pion production by the weak charged

current are:

ï D + 11* n i" (p.) (1) ,

v D -» u,* p it" (nB) C2) ,

v 0 -» u* n ir° (n,) (3) ,

v D -» u~ P T ° (p.) (4) ,

» 0 -» n" n n* (p») (5) ,

v D -» u- p it* (n,) (6) .

In the first and last reaction the quasi-elastic production of delta resonances,

that exist both in a double charged positive and in a single charged negative

state, is studied. The AU234) is the first and most prominent member of the class

of A isobars. It decays for 99X into a nucleon and a pion. The heavier members of

the delta family are not produced as abundantly and also have other decay modes

[431. The A~ can only be produced in a quasi-elastic uay by antineutrinos inter-

acting with neutrons while the A** is produced in neutrino proton interactions.

Therefore deuterium forms an ideal target to study these low pronged events.

Targets with more complex structures give bigger problems with rescattering

effects, Fermi motion of the nucleons and the Pauli exclusion principle. Moreover,

there are problems with spectator identification and therefore problems in deter-

mining the properties of the events.

The first reaction (see f.i. fig. 14) has the disadvantage of having a neutral

particle among the delta decay products where in the case of the A** both decay

products, a it* a*"? a proton , are visible (fig. 15). As a consequence, no kinematic
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Figure 14: Example of one-pion production by «n «ntineutrino. The event belongs

to the reaction ï II + |i' n I" (p»>.
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Figure 15: Example of one-pion production by a neutrino,

the reaction i» D + n" p »* (na).

The event belongs to
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fitting of the events of the first reaction is possible which leads to background

problems. In both reactions (1) and (6) we find very dominant 4(1234) production

tihich enables us to study both the production and decay properties of this reso-

nance .

As in the case of reaction (6) , events of reaction (2) are easier to select

because ue can make use of kinematic fits. Reaction (3) is not studied because

these one-prong events were only measured in a small part of the experiment and

because the tuo missing neutral particles make kinematic analysis impossible.

Reactions (4) and (5) that are measured in the neutrino experiment both miss one

neutral particle and are hard to separate from each other due to ambiguities in the

identification of the positive particle. The reactions (2) to (5) include produc-

tion of both isospin 3/2 (A's) and isospin 1/2 (N*> resonances. It is not possible

to completely separate both isospin channels as will become clear from the invar-

iant nucleon pion mass spectra and from the results of the isospin analysis.

Charged current quasi-elastic scattering of (anti)neutrinos by the deuteron

occurs in the following two reactions.

v 0 -» (i* n (n.) (7) ,

v D •» n" p (pa) (8) .

Reaction (7) is difficult to measure for the reasons mentioned already in connec-

tion with reaction (3) and is therefore not studied. Reaction (8) then is left as

the simplest reaction to be studied in our experiments. Since all outgoing parti-

cles are measurable, ue can again use the kinematic fits to select our sample for

this reaction.

In the first feu paragraphs of this chapter a description of the selection

criteria for the samples is given. The second part of the chapter is devoted to

the corrections that have to be made to the selected samples. Finally a separate

paragraph is devoted to the problem of the separation of the events of reactions

(4) and (5).

4.2. Classification of events

The deuterium that is used as the target material of BEBC consists of two

nucleons , a proton and a neutron. The binding energie between these two nucleons

is low (2.225 MeV), so that at energies involved an interaction of an

(anti)neutrino with a deuterium nucleus can be considered as an interaction with a

free nucleon. The other nucleon is not involved and is called the spectator

nucleon. At the end of this section we shall deal with the specific phenomenon
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called rescattering, where the two nucleons of the deuteron are both involved in

the reaction.

Due to Fermi motion and recoil effects the spectator nucleon may have a momentum in

the order of 100 NeV/c and larger and give a visible track if it is a proton. If

one is able to recognize all spectators immediately, each event can easily be

classified as an interaction on a neutron or on a proton by counting the total

charge of the visible tracks and applying the charge conservation principle. In

this philosofy all even-prong events with total charge 0 are neutron events while

odd-prongs without spectators are proton events. When an odd-prong contains a

spectator it is classified as a neutron event.

Spectators are normally identified by their momentum. The most commonly used

distribution that describes the spectator momenta is the Hulthen distribution (fig

16) [421.

A proton of 120 IfeV/c leaves a track of 5 mm in deuterium. All spectators with

momenta above 120 MeV/c and a fraction of the spectators with momenta belou 120

MeVVc are expected to be visible. In our experiment a cut-off value of 300 MeVVc

is applied belou which protons are classified as spectators. According to the

Hulthen distribution only 1 X of the spectators should have higher momentum. On

the other hand, protons may be produced in the reactions with Momenta of a feu

hundred MeV/c that should not be confused with spectators. There is a uay to check

on the total number of obtained spectators by means of the spectators that go

backuard in the lab. Protons produced in an interaction always have to go foruard

in the lab system and thus the backuard protons are real spectators. A comparison

betueen the Hulthen distribution and the experimental spectator momentum distribu-

tion of backuard spectators shows that about 27X of the spectators uith momenta

belou 300 MeV/c is expected to be seen. Now the number of foruard spectators Nf

may be calculated from the numbers of backuard spectators Nbtp), with p = BcosO,

uith the following formula :

Nf = /""""ftp) HbCp) dp .
0

The weight factor f takes into account that the flux of the incoming

(anti)neutrinos depends on the momentum of the nucleon and its angle with the beam

direction :

f = (1-(J»cose)/-(1+B«cos9) .

B and 6 respectively are the velocity of the backward spectator proton and its

angle uith respect to the beam direction as measured in the laboratory system. The

mean values of f in v and v experiment are 1.23 and 1.25 respectively.

When a study is made of deep inelastic spectator production, an additional factor f

is needed to account '.or the dependency of'the (anti)neutrino cross section on the
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Figure 16: Hul then distribution of spectator momenta.

total CM energy of the interaction. This energy also depends on the direction of

the motion of the nucleon.

A similar problem in event classification is the effect of rescattering of

secondary particles. A secondary particle from an interaction of an (anti)neutrino

and a nucleon may react with the left nucleon and give additional visible tracks.

The event then gets the topology of a proton event. The rescattering probability

is taken to be 0.12 + 0.03 , from uhich the true number of neutron and proton

events may be calculated [44]. The rescattering fraction 0.12 has been estimated
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for the total sample of events, not specifically for 2- and 3-prongs. Houever, the

fraction is only slightly dependent on the multiplicity of the events, so that He

need not make topology dependent estimates.

Due to the background of neutrinos of the opposite helicity in the created

beams, there will be background of v (v) induced events in the data obtained uith

the 5 (v) beam settings. When selecting the samples of events for the different

reactions under consideration the total data are divided in tuo parts. For the

reactions of antineutrinos with deuterium only the events gathered in the antineu-

trino runs are considered while for neutrino reactions only the events of the

neutrino run are considered. Background (anti)neutrino events in the runs are not

included in the selected samples.

4.3. Classification of particles

To classify charged particles we use the decisions taken by the physicist uhen

inspecting the events on the scanning table. Each event is inspected to detect

failures before sending it to Data Summary Tape (D.S.T.). If possible decisions

about the identity of the particles are taken by means of bubble density, number of

spirals ill the magnetic field and secondary interactions. A stopping and non-de-

caying positive particle is always a proton. In this Hay all protons with momenta

up to 1 GeV/c should either be identified by their energy-range relation or by

their bubble density and end point characteristics. For events uith a positive

hadron of momentum above 1 GeV/c ue rely on kinematical fits if they exist. From a

comparison of the numbers of protons identified by the physicists and assigned by

the kinematics program in case of 3-c kinematic fits, a mean proton detection

efficiency for the scanning table identification may be calculated, assuming the

program is aluays able to identify protons. In figure 17 the ratio of identified

over assigned protons is shoun as a function of the proton energy. The mean

identification probability for protons uith momenta belOH 1 GeV/c is 0.85, dropping

rapidly to zero beyond that momentum value.

For the neutral particles that are produced in reactions CD,(3),C4) and (5) the

following considerations have to be made. From Monte Carlo calculations on quasi

elastic events that take into account the properties of BEBC and of the deuterium,

ue knou that the neutrons produced in reactions C D and C5) have a 20JC chance to

give a visible downstream interaction in the liquid. Houever, there has been no

scanning effort to find these secondary events, since the scanning efficiency is

assumed to be very low. The neutral pions that are produced in the reactions (3)
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Figure 17: Proton detection efficiency.

and (4) decay into 2 r's in the close vicinity of their origin. These r's have a

limited probability to convert into electron-positron pairs uithin BEBC. In

addition there is a scanning and measurement loss for electron-positron pairs in

BEBC. Together, these tuo effects give a mean detection probability for r's and

hence for neutral pions in BEBC. The mean conversion probability of r's in BEBC is

calculated by means of Monte Carlo generation of deep inelastic events according to

the Lund model [45-16], Each generated event gets a vertex in BEBC. drawn from the

actual observed distribution of event vertices. For each neutral pion a decay into

tuo r's is generated and the mean free path of these r's in BEBC is calculated.

With these mean free paths, conversion chances are calculated according to the

formula of Bethe and Heitler Isee e.g. 471. Calculations of this kind have also

been performed for quasi elastic events generated according to reaction (4). The

mean conversion probability for r's in BEBC turns out to be 20X for both deep

inelastic and quasi elastic events [48].
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From the Monte Carlo calculations the ratio of detectable y's over charged pions

has also been calculated. A comparison of this Monte Carlo ratio Hith the ratio as

obtained from the real events on the D.S.T., allows an estimate of the scanning and

measurement efficiency of 85JJ for associated electron-positron pairs. The combined

detection probability thus turns out to be 17X. From this value the chance of

neutral pion detection may be calculated. For the detection of both Y's, the

chance is only about 355, for the detection of one or two y's out of two, it amounts

to 37%. The results of the Monte Carlo calculation are considered to be reliable,

since they yield globally correct results for the fragmentation process in this

experiment 149].

The results given above are of importance for the topology determination of

events as well as for the assignment of the events to the reactions searched for.

4.4. Kinematical fits and calculations.

The four equations of momentum and energy conservation of a charged current

neutrino interaction may be written :

E ¥ = Pv = PM* * Z Pc* + I Pn
x ,

0 = p M* + Z p c
y • r p n* .

0 = PM* + £ Pc* + 2 Pn* .

Pv = Ev = E M + Z Ee + t E n ,

if the direction of the incoming neutrino is taken as the x-axis. The subscripts c

and n stand for the charged and neutral particles respectively. Apart from the

invisible neutron spectator, all final state particles of the reactions (2), (6)

and it) are measurable. Although the momentum of the incoming neutrino is not

known, its direction is known to within an error of the order of 0.1 mrad. Thus

from the equations of momentum and energy conservation, using a hypothesis with

definite mass assignments, one can calculate the momentum of the incoming neutrino.

This leaves three constraints that have to fit the measured momenta in hypotheses

(2), (6) or (S). Events that passed this 3-C fit procedure with a probability of

at least .01 were accepted for the appropriate samples. In the fit procedure the

spectator was considered to have zero momentum with errors of 45 MeV/c in all three

directions. These errors are given by the adaptation of a Gaussian shape to the

Hulthen distribution. Since the Hulthen distribution has a non-exponential tail to

higher momenta, statistical problems are to be expected when fitting events that
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have in reality a spectator uith such a higher womenturn. The losses have been

investigated in the following uay : The distribution of the Missing energy. Ed,

defined as :

E d = I (Px-E)i + Mt
i=seen

versus the missing transverse momentum squared, Pt*, has been studied for both

fitting candidate events and non-fitting candidate events. As expected, the

fitting events show a distribution around E<| = 0 and Pt* = 0. The non-fitting

events are expected to have a missing particle and thus should give a Hide distri-

bution. If for some reason genuine events have been lost in the kinematic fit,

they are expected to give an enhancement in the regions around Ed = 0 and Pt = 0 of

the distributions of the non-fitting candidates. It has been checked for all 3-C

fit reactions that this is not the case. The conclusion may therefore be that no

events are lost in the 3-C fit procedure.

The other corrections made to the selected samples to account for failures of the

kinematic fit procedure are described in the chapters 5 and 6.

In reactions (1), (4) and (5). a neutral particle exists in the final state that

practically never can be measured directly (see section above). This means that

from the four equations of momentum and energy conservation none is left tc perform

a kinematic fit of the candidate events to these hypotheses. However, when the

assumption is made that there is only one unmeasured particle in the event and the

mass of this particle is knoun, there are four unknown quantities to be resolved

from four given equations. This 0-C calculation gives the neutrino energy and the

three momentum components of the neutral particle of which the mass was fixed.

To check the reliability of the 0-C calculation for the events with a missing

neutral particle the 3-C fitted events of reaction (6) Here used. The fitted

proton was ignored and a 0-C calculation of the now missing proton Has performed

using the measured muon and pion quantities. In fig 18 the distributions of

several fitted quantities of the events of reaction (6) are compared to these same

quantities when calculated. From this comparison one can conclude that the 0-C

calculation procedure yields results, not considerably inferior to the fit results.

However, the method does not solve the background problem, e.g. it does not

eliminate events uith more than one neutral particle.
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Figure 18: Fitted versus calculated quantities of the proton in reaction (6).
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4.5. Cuts, losses and corrections

The cuts, losses and corrections that affect the defined samples include :

- scanning losses,

- passing rates,

- EMI electronic inefficiencies,

- EMI geometrical acceptances,

- neutral current background,

- radiative corrections,

- spectator classification and rescattering effects,

- cut on muon momentum,

- corrections to the kinematic fits and calculations.

He correct for these effects when making distributions and calculating the total

cross sections. In the following paragraphs the uay in which the corrections are

calculated is explained. Some corrections are applied on an event to event basis

while others are applied to the samples as a whole. For each type of correction

the correction form will be stated explicitely below. When relevant, correction

tables are given. The mean correction factors for the different samples can be

found in the chapters containing the experimental results.

4.5.1. Scanning losses, passing rates. EMI failures.

Scanning losses and passing rates depend on the topologies of the events under

consideration. The scanning losses are calculated from the results cf two indepen-

dent scans assuming that the tuo scans are completely independent. The passing

rates reflect the inefficiencies of measurement and computation procedures. Tables

2 and 3 shou the topology dependent scanning losses and passing rates for the

antineutrino and neutrino experiments.

In the later exposures (1981-1983) of this experiment the bubble chamber was

equipped with a picket fence, a set of counters mounted immediately at the outer

face of the chamber. With the help of this equipment it is possible to obtain an

estimate of the scanning losses without making use of the probably unrealistic

assumption of the independence of first and second scan. The procedure is as

follows : From coincidences of hits in the picket fence and the EMI, predictions

can be made of muon tracks traversing the fiducial volume or originating in it. On

the scanning table the position of these tracks may be indicated rather precisely

because of the short distance between the bubble chamber and the picket fence. In

a procedure separated from a first or second scan, the scanner may scrutinize the

indicated muon and detect its possible origin in a charged current interaction.
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nr. of

prongs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

>10

Scanning

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

AH

96/1.

95/0.

99/0.

99/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

efficiencies

00

99

99

99

97

96

96

95

91

92

90

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

BO

89/1.

93/0.

99/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00

98

99

94

97

90

88

83

83

35

35

TABLE

and passing

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

PA

.94/1.

.94/1.

.99/1.

.00/0.

.00/1.

.00/0.

.00/0.

.00/1.

.00/0.

.00/0.

.00/0.

00

CO

00

99

00

98

98

00

96

94

95

2

rates

0.

0.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

PI

91/1

93/0

96/0

98/0

00/0

00/0

00/0

00/0

00/0

00/0

00/0

for

.00

.97

.98

.95

.97

.91

.93

.94

.96

.81

.81

antineutrino

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

SA

.56/1.

.75/1.

.90/1.

.97/0.

.99/0.

.99/0.

.99/0.

.99/0.

.99/0.

.99/0.

.99/0.

00

00

00

99

99

98

98

97

98

92

90

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

events

TO

.00/0.

.93/1.

.99/0.

.00/0.

.00/1.

t.

94

00

99

99

00

.00/0.98

.00/0.

.00/0.

.00/1.

.00/1.

.00/1.

96

94

00

00

00

Since this scanning method can not be applied to the samples on hand, we must apply

the scanning losses as indicated in the tables. He may assume, however, that by a

correlation of the two individual scanning results, the presented losses are

underestimated.

The loss of charged current events due to electronic failure of parts of the EMI

is estimated to be 4% for the whole antineutrino experiment. Tor the neutrino

experiment this loss is 5 X (501.

4.5.2. EMI geometrical acceptance

Due to the finite dimensions of the EMI there is a loss of charged current

events uhere the muon does not give the required two-plane coincidence in the EMI.

because the track passes along one of the EMI planes. The EMI acceptance depends

on the x- and y-values of the event or on the momentum and production angle of the

muon. For events with muons of low total Momentum and/or high transverse momentum,

the inefficiency is largest. It is for this reason that throughout the whole

experiment a minimum of 4 GeV/c union momentum was required for an C.C. event to be

accepted.
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nr. of

prongs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

>10

scanning

All

0.83/1.

0.94/0.

0.97/0.

0.99/0.

1.00/0.

1.00/0.

1.00/0.

1.00/0.

00

99

98

99

99

98

97

98

1.00/.965

1.00/0.

1.00/0.

94

94

efficiencies

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

BO

.00/1.

.84/0.

.97/0.

00

93

93

.99/0.91

.99/0.

.00/0.

.00/0.

.00/0.

.00/0.

.00/0.

.00/0.

87

80

76

50

50

50

50

1.

0.

0.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

and

PA

00/1.

91/0.

97/0.

00/1.

00/1.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

00/0.

TABLE 3

passing rates for neutrino events

00

99

99

00

00

9

99

97

98

97

99

PI

1.00/1.

0.88/0.

0.95/0.

00

93

94

0.98/0.95

0.99/0.

1.00/0.

0.99/0.
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By generating muons in certain intervals of the muon momentum and dip angle, and

extrapolating these muons towards the EMI ue calculate the probability that muons

with these parameters hit the EMI. The points of origin of the muons in BEBC are

chosen according to the experimental distribution of vertex points in BEBC. In

this uay we calculate EMI geometrical acceptances for each region of p u and angle

and give a weight to each event according to the calculated acceptance [48]. Table

4 gives the acceptance for negative muons in the v experiment in terms of p M and

0M, where 8 M is the angle between the muon and the nominal neutrino direction and

with pM starting at the minimal cut value of 4 GeV/c. The blank area in the table

refers to values of the variables for which the experimental distributions used by

the procedure have zero values. In principle the acceptance for positive muons in

the v experiment is the same. For muons of the other charge the acceptance is in

general lower due to the assymetry of the EMI.

4.5.3. Neutral current background

In addition to the loss of events due to the limited acceptance, another effect

with the opposite sign exists. Although the loss of charged current events due to
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TABLE 4

EMI geometrical acceptance for |i~ in the v experiment.
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geometrical and electronic acceptance failure of the EMI is rather high, the

reverse is also possible and causes background of neutral current events in the

charged current sample. A neutral current event may be classified as a charged

current event when a hadron of the event is associated to a hit in the EMI by

accident or due to its decay in flight into a muon. The probability of this

happening is determined in the following uay [511: First a sample of true charged

current events is selected. Identified muons having a momentum of at least 10

GeV/c are assumed to be real muons because the THIRA program does not allou a large

difference between the hit position predicted by means of extrapolation and the

observed hit position in the EMI for these tracks. Therefore all charged current

events uith a muon of at least 10 GeV/c are included in the sample of true charged

current events. All other tracks of the event are hadrons, provided the event uas
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not a dimuon event. After altering the THIRA program such that it does not

extrapolate the track of the true muon, the events are again analysed with the

program. The selection of the most probable muon candidate by the program yields a

number of hadron tracks identified as a muon. Additional true muons coming from

dimuon events are recognised because they occur in the same time-slot as the first

muon. These are removed. The described procedure gives the probability that a

hadron that leaves the chamber is misidentified as a muon. For hadrons nit!j

momenta above 7 GeV/c this probability is 0.4 X regardless of charge. For hadrons

with momenta between 4 and 7 GeV/o the probability depends on the charge of the

hadron due to the assymetry of the EMI uith respect to the beam direction. For

positive charged hadrons in the antineutrino samples and negative charged hadrons

in the neutrino samples the probability is 8 X, for hadrons of the opposite charge

the probability is 4 %.

Starting with N.C. events of the same topology as the C.C. events of the studied

sample, the correction for the N.C. background is calculated in the following uay :

Each non-interacting hadron of these N.C. events is weighted with its probability

of muon identification. The summed weights for the N.C. events, corrected for the

fact that some of them have already been assigned to the C.C. sample, gives the

number of misclassified events and thus the correction that has to be made.

4.5.4. Radiative corrections

Corrections to the double differential cross section of the samples are calcu-

lated to account for radiation of photons by the muon. The approximation and

formulae given by De Rujula et al. (52] are used. An iterative procedure is

followed in which the observed double differential cross section dasdxdy for the

samples are taken as a starting point for the real cross section. Since the radia-

tive corrections arc rather small (±53) the iteration converges rapidly. The

relative difference of observed and real cross sections gives a weight to each

event of certain x and y values.

4.5.5. Spectator classification and rescatterino corrections

As was stated above the spectator hypothesis needs not always be correct for a

low momentum proton. However, for an individual event it can not be determined

whether the slow proton is a spectator or a secondary particle of the reaction,

unless a 3-C fit can be applied. The contamination of wrongly assigned spectator

events in each sample is calculated with the method that has been described in
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section 4.2.

To correct for the fact that particles from the interaction can rescatter against

the nucleon that is left in the deuterium nucleus and cause the event to get a

different signature and topology, ue apply an overall rescattering correction

factor of 1.12 to the samples (1), (4), (5) and (8). The fraction of the rescat-

tered events that appears in the other two samples is not known so no correction is

applied.

4.5.6. cut in muon momentum

For muons uith momenta below 4 GeV/c the EMI efficiency is very poor. In order

to obtain a good and clean sample of charged current events throughout the uhole

experiment a minimum momentum of 4 GeV/c was required for the muon. The effect of

this cut on the samples is estimated by means of a Monte Carlo calculation that

takes into account the (quasi-)elastic form factor and the energy spectrum of the

events. The form factor is obtained from the experimental dcr/dQz distribution

while the event energy spectrum is obtained from the NUBEAM Monte Carlo calcula-

tions, taking a flat energy dependence of the quasi-elastic cross section into

account. Then, the cut is applied to the Nonte Carlo sample. An iteration could

be carried out by inserting the experimentally obtained form factor into the method

and repeating the procedure. However, this iteration converges sufficiently fast

to restrict the calculation to the first estimate. The correction for the cut is

calculated in neutrino energy bins of 5 GeV wide starting at 5 GeV and presented in

Corrections

Energy v

5

10

15

20

>

- 10

- 15

- 20

- 25

25

TABLE 5

tables for the muon

corrections v

1.082

1.004

1.0014

1.0008

1.0

momentum cut.

corrections

1.035

1.002

1.0006

1.0008

1.0

Table 5 for both experiments.
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Each event thus gets a Height that depends on its total energy. As can be

expected, the correction affects mainly events in the region of low event energy.

This effect in the correction is enhanced relative to the correction for the total

(deep inelastic) sample of events because of the quasi elastic character of the

interactions under study.

4.5.7. Corrections due to the kinamatical fits and calculations

In the section about kinematical fitting of the events the assumption Has made

that only one particle is missing in the candidate events for reactions (1), (4)

and (5). With this assumption the 4-momenta could be calculated. In sampled) a

missing neutron was assumed. In samples (4) and (5) the choice of the missing

neutral depends on the positive hadron. When it Has identified as a v* or a proton

a neutron respectively a ir° was added in 4he calculation. When no identification

of the positive hadron existed, both possibilities were considered and calculated

after uhich a decision procedure was started. However, there must have been events

uith more or other neutral particles in the final state that left no trace. These

events form the background in our samples.

The shape of the background in the studied distributions is calculated by takiny

deep inelastic 4-prongs and 4-prongs plus spectator and treating them in the same

nay as the studied sample after throwing away one positive and one negative hadron.

The absolute normalisation of the background spectra is obtained by means of the

Lund Monte Carlo prediction of the ratios of deep-inelastic two prongs over deep-

inelastic four prongs [45-461. The Lund Monte Carlo calculation has already been

discussed in section 4.3. The correction for this kind of background is applied as

a mass dependent background in cross section and spin density matrix calculations.

The background in reactions (2), (6) and (8) , caused by failures if the 3-C fit

procedure, are described either in section 4.4 or in the next two chapters.

4.6. Separation of the reactions u." p n" (p.) and n~ IT* n (p.),,

For reactions (4) and (5) some additional problems exist in event separation.

They both have to be extracted from the samples of two-prongs and tuo-prongs plus a

spectator, of uhich the negative prong Has identified as a riucn of at least 4 GeVVc

momentum. As has been described above, it is not aluays possible to distinguish

protons from pions, in particular when the particle has a momentum of more than 1

GeV/c. To separate events of both types from each other, several procedures have

been tried. The first step in event separation, common to all tried procedures, is
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to raly on particle identification for the positive hadrons with momenta belou 1

BeV/c. Whenever the event containes an identified proton or one or two y's, it is

considered as belonging to reaction (4). All remaining events with hadron momenta

belou 1 GeV/c Here added to reaction (5). A correction for the proton detection

efficiency Has applied afterwards. The remaining events with hadron momenta above

1 GeV/c uere treated in three different Mays to find a reasonable classification

procedure.

The first method exists of simply adding these events to both categories with a

ueight V 2 , without further considering special properties.

The second method uses a Monte Carlo program to generate events for both catego-

ries. In the Monte Carlo computation the theoretically predicted shapes of the

nucleon-pion mass spectra are fed in, as well as the theoretically predicted

reaction cross sections. These predictions are taken from reference 27. Here a

short description of the method will be given. For a complete description of this

procedure see reference 53.

The ratio of the numbers of generated events is given by the ratio of the

predicted cross sections. To the generated tracks errors are assigned that reflect

the experimentally observed errors. Each generated event uith a hadron momentum

above 1 GeV/c is treated like the experimental events that could not be identified,

meaning that both nucleon-pion masses are calculated by means of a 0-C calculation

assuming the hadron in turn to be a proton and a pion. Weight tables are then set

up for either category that give the probability that an event falling into a

specified bin of the M(pir°) versus M(nfn) plot belongs to this category. The

experimental events are weighted according to the bin they fall in. A background

correction, using the four prong events, was also applied in this 2-dimensional

mass mode, normalising the 2-dimensional area above 3 GeV/c in mass to the experi-

mental distribution. The disadvantage of the described method is that the

predicted ratio cf the cross sections must be used to establish the Heights.

The third method, the one that finally has been used to obtain the presented

results, will be described in chapter 6. The advantage of this method over the

other tuo is that experimentally observed quantities of the similar reaction (2)

are used to classify the events rather than theoretical predictions.
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chapter 5

Single pion production in the v D experiment.

5.1. Introduction

In the v D experiment the following charged current reactions have been studied

(see also section 4.1) :

v D •» (i* n ii" (pB) (1)

5 D •> |i* p if Cns) (2)

where (ps) and (ns) stand for a proton and a neutron spectator respectively. The

first reaction in which only isospin 3/2 resonance production occurs has been

studied at low antineutrino energies at CERN uith the bubble chamber Gargamelle

filled uith propane and freon [541. The second reaction has been studied using

bubble chambers filled with hydrogen or heavy liquids 154,55]. This experiment has

been the first to study both reactions simultaneously at high energies using BEBC

filled with deuterium. A description of the experimental set-up has been given in

chapter 2. The presented results are based on the analysis of 125.000 pictures.

The entire film was scanned twice for all topologies excluding single prong events,

according to the procedure described in chapter 3. This resulted in some 13.000

measured events on D.S.T..

The first tuo parts of this chapter describe the selection and correction of the

event samples and the results of the analysis. The last part contains the compar-

ison of the experimental results uith the models and with the other experiments.
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5.2. Sample selection and corrections

The events corresponding to reactions (1) and (2) have been extracted from the

samples of 2- and 3-prongs of uhich one positive prong uas identified by the two

plane External Muon Identifier (EMI) as a muon with a momentum larger than 4 GeV/c.

Since kinematic fitting is not possible for events of reaction (1) the sample

has been selected in the following way : 2-prong candidates for reaction (1) must

have a negative particle that is not identified as a kaon; 3-prong candidates in

addition must have an identified proton of momentum less than 0.3 GeWc or a proton

going backward in the laboratory frame and are not allowed to fit reaction (2) with

a probability of more than 1JJ. Each event has been inspected individually; when

possible a decision was taken about the identity of the particles. A proton/pion

ambiguity may be solved on the scanning table if the particle's momentum is belou 1

GeV/c. Events with associated y's or V ' s were not accepted.

The events for reaction (2) were required to give a fit to the hypothesis

v D -» |i+ p tr" (ns) with a %z probability of at least IX. From a total of 380

events that fitted reaction (2), 277 also fitted the reaction

v D •* n+ p K" (n,) (2a).

Moreover, there were 17 3-prong events yielding an unambiguous fit to reaction

(2a). The ambiguous events were all classified as belonging to reaction (2). This

procedure is justified by the study of the reaction v D •* u.+ K° + neutrals in the

same experiment. From the numbers of events with one or more strange particles an

estimate is made of 15 events for the reaction v 0 -» u,* K° n (ns). The number of

events of reaction (2a) should be of the same size.

Due to some possible failure of the fitting procedure and to large neutron spec-

tator momenta, genuine events may be lost from the sample. Inspection of the

missing energy and transverse momentum of the failing 3-C fit candidates shows that

this effect introduces a systematic error of at most 3%. No correction was applied

for this effect. On the other hand, events with additional neutral particles may

fake a fit. This effect has been estimated by fitting 4-prongs uith a discarded

negative track to the 3-C hypothesis. Of these events 3.5% yielded the indicated

fit which leads to a 152 correction to the cross section of reaction (2).

After these selections three samples remain :

i) 378 n* ir~ events and

ii) 167 n* n~ (p«) events, candidates for reaction (1);

iii) 300 u,* P T~ events for reaction (2).

The corrections for losses and cuts that were described more extensively in the

previous chapter, will be briefly quoted here. There mean values are given in
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table 6. Host corrections Here applied on an event by event basis. For scan and

measurement losses the weight depends on the topology of the event. The correc-

tions for the geometrical acceptance of the EMI, the radiative loss of muon energy

and the background of neutral current events depend on the momentum of the identi-

fied muon and its production angle. A correction for the muon momentum cut uas

applied as a function of the energy of the event. Due to the quasi-elastic char-

acter of the interactions the correction is less than the one for the inelastic

events. An overall correction was applied for the electronic inefficiency of the

EMI. Events of samples i) and ii) were corrected for rescattering losses [56]. A

correction to the total number of foruard spectator events Has also applied. The

expected number of foruard spectator events has been obtained from the found number

of backward spectator events. Finally events of sample iii) were corrected for the

probability cut assuming a flat probability distribution. The numbers of uncor-

rected and corrected events are listed in table 7.

Events of samples I) and ii) have been assigned to the hypothesis

v 0 •• n* n it" (ps) and were subjected to a O-constraint calculation in which the

direction of the v was taken to be the nominal beam direction and the neutron uas

considered to be the only missing particle. This calculation procedure has been

described in the previous chapter. To check its reliability the events of reaction

(2) were used. A comparison uas made betueen the 3-C fitted proton momentum

distribution and the one that uas obtained by ignoring the measured proton momentum

and calculating this quantity with the 0-C fit method. The observed difference is

negligible.

5.3. Analysis results

The (mi~) and (pir~) invariant mass distributions of reactions (1) and (2) are shown

in figure 19. The AH236) peak clearly dominates the (mr) mass distribution

uhereas the (pw~) mass distribution shous besides a 6(1236) peak some indication

for the production of resonances in the 1.4-1.ft GeV/c* mass region. An estimate

has been made of the background of the (nir~) mass spectrum and the Q2-distribution

(figs. 19a.23a) due to deep inelastic events. These events, when treated by the

indicated analysis method ( replacement of all unseen particles by a single

neutron), may show up at a much lower value of Q2 and the neutrino energy. In

order to evaluate the background to the (nu") mass spectrum caused by this effect,

the sample of deep inelastic 4-prong events of the same experiment has been inves-
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TABLE 6

Correction factors for losses and

reaction (1)

Scanning losses and passing rates* 1.12

Geometrical muon acceptance

of the EMI

Radiative corrections

EMI electronic inefficiency

Neutral current background

Muon momentum I A GeV/c

Spectator correction

and rescattering effect

Probability cut PCX2) 2 0.01

1.01

1.00

1.04

0.989

1.014

1.03

___

cuts.

reaction (2)

1.06

1.006

1.03

1.04

0.996

1.012

—

1.01

* the 2-prong scanning efficiency and passing rate are

J.S9 and 0.99 respectively.

For 3-prongs these numbers are 0.96 and 0.99.

tigated. Two charged particles of these events were discarded and a hypothetical

neutron was added to the event. The procedure yields the shape of a spectrum.

Normalisation has been performed by means of a comparison of numbers of 4-prong and

2-prong deep inelastic events as generated by means of the Lund Monte Carlo method

on the basis of the experimental v energy spectrum. The ratio between the numbers

of deep inelastic 2-prongs and 4-prongs is 0.33 according to the model. This leads

to a subtraction of 226 deep inelastic 2-prong events. As a check of the method

the number of 4-prongs is compared to the total number of events. This ratio is

0.48 for the Monte Carlo generated events against 0.44 for the experimental data.
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TABLE 7

Numbers of uncorrected and corrected v events.

reaction C D

unweighted weighted

M(Nit-) £ 1.25 GeV/c* 123 126.1

H(Hïï") £ 1.40 GeV/c* 231 239.2

H(Nn-) £ 2.00 Gev/cz 391 348.8

The weighted numbers for reaction (1) include

background correction described in the text.

reaction

unweighted

41

78

211

the

(2)

ueighted

46.

88

236.

3

1

4

Me conclude that the Monte Carlo method generates a realistic multiplicity

distribution.

Figure 20 shows the decay angular distribution of the v~ in the ntr" rest frame

for the events of reaction C D with MCnjr) < 1.4 GeV/e*.

The angles 8 and i are defined in the Jackson frame 157]. The angular distribu-

tions have been fitted to the expression for weak production of a pure spin 3/2

state :

4dN N 2 4
— = IYO° " — (P33 " 0.5) Y2° + Re
tin V4 V5 /'o

Re

«here

P33 = P33 * P-3-3

P31 = P31 " P-1-3

P3-1 = P3-1 + Pi-3

The experimental values of the spin density matrix parameters obtained from a fit

over the whole Qz region are shown in table 8. The dominance of the AC1236) in

reaction CD is also evident from these figures. The discrepancy between the

fitted i distribution (dotted curve in fig. 20) and the data is due to the presence

of background. The full curves show the results of a moments analysis in which the
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M [GeV/c2]
2 3

M (pTC") [GeV/c2 ]

Figure 19: Invariant (Nv~) mass distributions for : a) reaction (1) , b) reaction

(2). The shaded area indicates the estimated background for reaction

C D . The full curves are the absolute predictions of Rein and Sehgal

(see text), obtained with Ma = 1.01 GeWc
2, superposed on the back-

ground in the case of reaction (1).

Yi° and Yi' spherical harmonics also participated. The results obtained with a

lower cut in the nil" masts (1.25 GeV/c2) are fully compatible with this picture.

Table 8 shous the fitted p-values obtained for both cuts as well as the ones

resulting from the moments analysis.

For the calculation of the total and differential cross sections the results of

the computer program NUBEAM [291 have been used. The program predicts the muon

fluxes in the shielding and the event rates in BEBC. The NUBEAM flux prediction

has been normalized to the number of observed muons in gap 2 of the shielding.

This number has been calibrated by means of a photographic emulsion exposure ([301,

see elso chapter 2). The cross section determination goes largely in parallel uith
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Figure 20: Decay angular distributions of the IT" in the niT rest frame for events

of reaction (1) uith I1(nir") S 1.4 GeV/c2, corrected for background.

Dashed and drawn curves represent respectively the best fit of the

data to the equation mentioned in the text and the momenta analysis

results.

the determination of the total antineutrino cross section which is described in

reference 58. From the corrected numbers of events for reactions (1) and (2) the

cross sections have been calculated as a function of the energy in tuo areas of the

invariant CNir) mass : MNir) i. 2 GeV/c2 and M m r ) i 1.4 GeV/c*. Figure 21 shows

the energy dependence of the cross sections together uith some results of previous

experiments.

In order to study the isospin structure of the Nn system ue calculate the ratio:

w(v D + |i* p r (n»))
Ri = .

o(v D -» u* n w" Cp»))

Since ue are not able in this experiment to measure the ratio :
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Mmr-Ï i

1.25 GeV/cz

H(nn-) i

1.40 CeV/cz

Cl) fit as

(2) momenta

1) P33

Repsi

Rep3-1

2) P33

Repsi

Rep3-i

1) P33

Rep3i

Rep3-i

2) P33

Rep31

Rep3-i

Spin

Pnu

= 0

= -0

= -0.

= 0.

= -0.

= -0.

= 0.

= -0.

= -0.

= 0.

= -0.

= -0.

described in the

analysis

(a) for cosO distribution

(b) for • distribution

TABLE 8

density matrix

81

18

31

77

10

28

67

06

17

67

05

16

± 0.07

i 0.06

± 0.10

± 0.08

± 0.10

± 0.11

± 0.05

± 0.06

± 0.07

± 0.05

± 0.07

± 0.08

text

elements.

XZ/ND a)

1.56

1.72

1.91

2.05

Xz/f

2.

2.

4.

2.

ID b)

40

17

77

30

v(v D -» (n,))
Ri >

<r(v D •» |i* n i" tp»))

He make the additional assumption that He may neglect the interference betueen the

I = 1/2 and I = 3/2 amplitudes, so that the phase angle betueen these amplitudes

amounts to 90°. The cross sections for the antineutrino one pion production

reactions may be written as functions of the isospin amplitudes as follows :
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Figure 21: Cross sections for : a) reaction (1) Mith ritnw") £ 2 GeV/c*, b)

reaction (1) with M(niT) i 1.4 GeV/cz, c) reaction (2) with

Mpir) i 2 GeV/c2, d) reaction (2) with MCp*") i 1.4 GeV/c2. The full

curves are Rein and Sehgal predictions with (1, = 1.01 GeV/c2 for the 2

GeV/cz mass cuts and ti, = 0.96 GeV/c2 for the 1.4 GeV/cz mass cuts.

The dotted curves are Fogli and Nardulli predictions (sec text).
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From this the ratio y and the phase difference A* between the amplitudes may be

written as :

[-
IS3/2I L 2

A* = (#3yZ . $1/2) - a r c o s
L |SV Z |

Hith the assumption Af = 90° the ratio ij can be calculated from the two available

cross sections for reactions (1) and (2) and thus it becomes possible to compare

our results to those of other antineutrino experiments. In figure 22 two points

are shown obtained with different cuts in the effective mass.

The figure indicates a ratio t) = 0.71 ± 0.11 between the I = 1/2 and 1 = 3/2

amplitudes for the 1.4 Gev/cz mass cut.

The differential cross sections dv/dO.2 for the two reactions are shown in figure

23. They ere clearly peaked at low Q2. The mean Q2 for the two reactions is

respectively <Q2> = 1.16 for reaction (1) and <QZ> = 1.20 for reaction (2).

5.4. Discussion

The cross sections obtained in this analysis have been compared to the data of

tHO older experiments. In figure 21 the Gargamelle data [54] are normalized to the

cross sections on free nucleons using the relations :

Vpropini Cnif") = fn"nf"TI") ,

*pro»»na tNir") = f nff n(mr) + fpvp(pil~).

the fractions of protons and nucleons in the target material are fp = 0.55 and

fn = 0.45 respectively. In figures 21a and 21c a cut at MCHir") = 2 GeV/c2 is

applied to our data. For Gargamelle there are feu events above 2 GeV/c2. In

figures 21b and 21d the cut at 1.4 GeV/c2 refers to all data. The Gargamelle data

agree with ours within the expected behaviour of the total cross section Hith

energy and within the quoted errors. The cross sections for reaction (2) measured

by Barish et al. [551 are in general lower than ours.

Our results have been compared with the predictions of a model for single pion

production by antineutrino» that includes the production of all nonstrange baryon
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Figure 22: Cross section ratios R1 versus R2 (see text) for antineutrino experi-

ments. Solid lines correspond to a constant relative phase angle fl$

and dashed lines correspond to a constant value of j).

resonances up to a mass value of 2 GeV/c2. The model is based on a relativistic

harmonic oscillator quark model proposed by Feynman, Kislinger and Ravndal 125] and

has been worked out by Rein and Sehgal [271. A brief description can be found in

chapter 1. The parameter M», occuring in the axial vector form factor, has been

fitted to the experimental cross sections of reaction (1) and reaction (2) in

weighted average using this model. The model predicts the total cross section as a

function of the antineutrino en'.^gy. M, is a free parameter of the model and is

adjusted so that the model prediction fits the data points. No attempt has been

made, also to take into account the Qz dependencies during the fit in orifcr to

avoid the influence of possible experimental effects in the region bi>lon

Qz = 0.25 (GeV/c)z, such as caused by uncertainties in the background subtraction.

Moreover, there is a considerable background at high Qz values due to non-resonance
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Figure 23: da/dQ2 for : a) reaction (1) with MCnn") S 2 GeWe 2, b) reaction (2)

uith M(pw~> i 2 GeV/c2. The closed circles represent the distribution

uithout background correction. The open circles are the corrected

distributions. In figure a) the first three closed circles represent

both uncorrected and corrected distributions.

reactions. The value obtained is M, = 1.01 ± 0.05 GeWe 2. If a cut in the

invariant mass spectra is applied at 1.4 GeV/c2 the value of Ma is 0.96 ± 0.08

GeV/c*.

With the fitted value of M, the expected invariant mass spectra and differential

cross sections dv/dQ2 have been calculated for both reactions under consideration.

Also the energy dependence of the cross sections of the reactions have been

computed. The results of these calculations are shown in the figures. The agree-

ment between the data and the predictions is good for reaction (1), but less

satisfactory for reaction (2). The disagreement for Q2 smaller than 0.25 (GeV/c)2,

as observed in figures 23a and 23b, is probably due to th* experimental uncertain-
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1

ties caused by Fermi motion and the beam direction error. Note that the deviation

due to the Pauli principle, as observed in heavier targets, does not occur for

reactions CD and (2).

The data may also be compared with the predictions of a model proposed by Fcgli

and Nardulli (201. This model explains the pion production from known I = 1/2 and

I = 3/2 resonances and non resonating background up to a resonance mass of 1.6

GeV/c*. A value of M, = 0.90 GeV/c2 has been used in this model. The figures 21b

and 2Id show that Fogli and Nardulli (dotted lines) predict someuhat higher values

of the cross sections than the ones being observed. It may be remarked that both

theoretical models are in agreement with the older Gargamelle dsta.

From the spin density matrix determination the conclusion may be drawn that the

first reaction is dominated by I = J = 3/2 isobar production.
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chapter 6

One pion production and quasi-elastic interactions in the v 0 experiment.

6.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter the results of the study of one pion production in the

antineutrino deuterium experiment Here presented. The present chapter deals with

one pion production in the neutrino experiment, performed with the same equipement.

In addition, the quasi-elastic interaction of neutrinos with neutrons has been

studied.

The set-up of the experiment and the scanning and measurement system have been

described in chapters 2 and 3. The results presented here are based on the anal-

ysis of 58.000 pictures. All pictures Here scanned twice for all topologies,

excluding single prong events. In total 976b charged current events have been

measured.

This chapter is divided into 3 parts. The first section deals uith the selec-

tion of the events for the different reactions, and the corrections to be made in

order to account for losses and cuts. The second section deals with the analysis

of the one-pion production reactions and of the quasi-elastic v interaction. The

laat section contains the discussion of the results.

6.2. Sample selection and correction»

The following reactions have been studied (see section
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» O •> |1" p w° Pi (4).

v O -» u" n w* Ps (5),

v D -» |i~ p w* n» <6),

v D -» u." p ps (8),

where p, and n, stand for proton and neutron spectators respectively.

index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3

TABLE 9

Classification of

proton IPKI
identified? GeV/c2

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

ambiguous

r's seen

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

events.

channel

H."PW°Pm

w

»

H

inelastic

H"ntr*p»

|i"Pit°P»

ambiguous

total

nr. of

events

17

95

2

8

26

186

90

423

847

The events have all been extracted from the samples of 2-prong and 3-prong

events, of which one prong Hts identified by the EMI as a negative charged union

with a momentuM larger than 4 GeV/c.

Events belonging to the reactions (6) and (I) Here required to give • kinemat-

ical fit to the «roper hypothesis Nith a xz probability of at least .01. Measur-

able proton spectators m r e included in the fit. In the other cases unmeasured

spectator particles were fitted together with the measured particles. Whenever an

ambiguity existed Nith a hypothesis including a strange partiële, the nan strange

hypothesis was preferred. When an ambiguity eoeured between the hypotheses af

reaction (a) and (8). the ene with the highest probability Mas chosen. An investi-
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gation of the efficiency of the fit procedure has been described in chapter 4.

After the above selections the numbers of events obtained for reactions (6) and

(8) Here :

263 events for reaction (6),

140 events for reaction (8).

The background in the fitted samples caused by events with unseen neutral

particles Has estimated with the follouing method. For the background calculation

of reaction (8) all 3-prong events of the same experiment uere selected. One

positive track and all connected neutrals Here discarded; then the remaining event

was subjected to the kinematical fit. For reaction (6), 4-prong events Here

selected and a negative track uas discarded together uith the neutrals. In calcu-

lating the background percentages, the xz-distribution of the faked events uas

taken into account. By this procedure background percentages uere found of 1.3X

for reaction (8) and 4 X background for reaction (6).

The events belonging to the reactions (4) and (5) uere selected by imposing the

follouing restrictions : All candidates uere selected from the 2- and 3-prong

events that had not been selected for one of the reactions (6) or (8). Secondly a

candidate uas required to have at most tuo identified r's as neutral particles to

exclude events uith more than one v° or uith a V°, Three prong events uere in

addition required to have one prong identified as a spectator. For the separation

of events of reactions (4) and (5), the positive hadron should be classified either

as a proton or is i i', Each event is examined carefully on the scanning table

after measurement and geometrical reconstruction. However, identification is only

possible for hadrons uith a momentum below ±1 GeV/c. Below this value the proton

detection efficiency as obtained from fitted events, is approximately 85X uhile

above it the efficiency drops rapidly (fig. 17). To separate events of reactions

(4) and (5), a classification uas made on the basis of proton identification,

momentum of the hadron and t observation. The results of this classification are

shoun in table 9. From the combined properties in general the interaction channel

may be deduced. Particles uith a momentum belOK 1 GeV/c have been accepted as

pions if they uere not identified as protons. Afterwards a correction uas made to

the numbers of events classified in this way, using the proton identification

efficiency. The numbers of classified events are a!ss listed in table 9. There

remain 423 events that cannot be classified in this way. A classification of these

events has been tried by means of a likelihood method. This method consists of

usine. the kneun momentum distributions obtained from the reaction
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Reason

reason for

correction

scanning and meas-

urement losses

geometrical Em

acceptance

background of neut-

ral current events

radiative

corrections

muon momentum cut

electronic EMI

inefficiency

spectator mis-

classification

rescattering losses

prob. cut and

kinematic background

TABLE 10

for correction and

reaction

(4)

1.114

1.023

0.991

0.997

1.003

1.005

0.975

1.12

-

reaction

(5)

1.118

1.011

0.992

0.950

1.002

1.005

0.976

1.12

-

mean values.

reaction

(6)

1.086

1.006

0.994

1.000

1.006

1.005

-

-

0.969

reaction

(8)

1.1204

1.009

0.991

1.000

1.005

1.005

-

1.12

0.997

v 0 -» n* p f na <2),

and comparing them to the momentum distributions obtained for an ambiguous event.

The idea behind this method is that the reactions (4),(5) and (2) have common

production mechanisms for the hadronic system and, moreover, common decay proper-

ties of the hadronic system.

Although reaction (2) is induced by antineutrinos while both reactions (4) and (5)

are induced by neutrinos, the differences in production mechanism are not very big.

The hadronic system consists in all cases of either a resonance or a non-resonating

system, leading to a nucleon-pion final state. The production rates of the indi-
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Numbers

reaction all

(4)

(5)

(6)

(S)

240/146.8'

370/229.41

263/306.8

140/191.5

* The corrected numbers

TABLE 11

of uncorrected/corrected v

M<1.25 GeV/e*

29/31.0'

44/26.71

98/116.9

-

for reaction!

M<1.4 GeV/c2

59/59.2'

103/69.81

156/184.6

-

(4) and (5)

include the subtraction of background

events.

M<2.0 GeV/c*

154/129

273/186

218/257

-

.6'

O1

3

vidual resonances and of the non-resonating final state are assumed to be approxi-

mately equal for all three processes. The momentum distributions of the proton and

w" of reaction (2) nou give the distributions that are to be compared with the

nucleon and pion momenta of the reactions (4) and (5).

Of each ambiguous event only the momenta of the positive hadron and of the muon are

knoun. The momentum of the neutral hadron is calculated by means of a 0-C calcula-

tion, assuming the positive hadron in turn to be a proton or to be a ir* and forcing

the neutrino in the nominal beam direction. The neutral particle is then in turn

assumed to be a w° or a neutron.

This procedure gives two sets of particle momenta for the reactions (4) and (5).

By comparing both sets of nucleon-pion momenta to the nucleon-pion momenta of

reaction (2), a likelihood quotient is calculated. The event is finally assigned

to the reaction for which the likelihood uas largest. Events having a maximum

likelihood below .005 were rejected. Finally events having one or two y's were

rejected if the momentum of the w3 calculated by means of the 0-C procedure

differed more than 1CX from the momentum of the reconstructed »°. The final

number» of classified events are :

370 |i~ n *• (p.) events,

240 |i~ «" p (ps) events,

237 rejected events.
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Figure 24: Qz dependence of the scan efficiencies.

The obtained samples uere corrected for a number of losses and cuts, described

in more detail in chapter 4. A topology dependent weight was applied to each event

of the reactions (4), (5) and (6) in order to correct for scanning and measurement

losses. The correction for the scan efficiency of reaction (8) has been performed

in a different way. Upon inspection of the scan efficiencies as a function of Q2,

it is seen that reaction (8) suffers a scanning loss at very low Q2 (fig. 24) while

the other reactions do not show this effect. This effect can been expected because

quasi-elastic events with a low energetic proton emerging from the interaction in

general look very much like single prongs and as a consequence they are harder to

find on the scanning table. A Q2 of 0.05 for example corresponds to a proton

momentum of 0.225 GeV/c and thus to a range of the proton of roughly 40 mm. The

second effect is the dependence of the scanning loss on the angle between the x-y

plane and the plane through the outgoing muon and proton. In figure 25 the angle

between the x-y plane, that is approximately identical to the scanning plane, and

J-
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1.0

vD-jrpn+(ps)

Figure 25: Angular dependency of the scan efficiencies.

the normal to the muon-proton plane is shown. The figure indicates that the scan

efficiency is low when the proton is having a negative y-momentum and the angle

between the two planes is 0. while the efficiency is high if the proton has a

positive y momentum. In the latter case the proton crosses the muon in the scan-

ning plane because of the bending by the magnetic field. Probably the V° type of

event is easier to detect than the non-crossing type of event. However, this

angular dependence does not influence particularly the Q* distribution as has been

checked by inspecting the ft* distributions of the two regions |#| I n/2 and

1*1 i nsl. The corrections for the geometrical acceptance of the EMI, the radia-

tive loss of muon energy and the background of neutral current events were calcu-

lated individually for each event, using the muon momentum and production angle.

The loss of events due to the muon momentum cut uas calculated as a function of the

neutrino energy by means of a Monte Carlo. Each event uas weighted for this loss

according to its total energy. The loss of events caused by the electronic ineffi-
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Figure 26: Invariant (N ir) masses for the reactions (4) to (6). The shaded areas

indicate the estimated background. The full curves are the Rein and

Sehgal predictions superposed on the background (see text).
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ciency of the EMI H«S corrected by means of an overall Height factor. Reseattering

losses and misassignment of spectator events as reactions (4) and (5) uere esti-

mated and corrected with overall weight factors. The samples of reactions (6) and

(8) Here corrected for the probability cut assuming a flat probability distribu-

tion. Tables 10 and 11 give the mean values of the various corrections and the

total numbers of uncorrected and corrected events.

6.3. Analysis results

6.3.?. One nion production

In figure 26 the invariant hadronic mass distributions are shown for the reactions

(4) to (6). The invariant mass spectrum of reaction (6) is dominated by the

AC1236) peak, as expected. The mass spectra of reactions (4) and (5) do not show

much structure in the covered mass range. The shaded areas in figs. 26b and 26c

indicate the deep-inelastic background in both channels. This background has been

estimated by using the deep-inelastic 4-prong evrnts from the same experiment. Of

these events only the u" and one of the positive hadrons.as well as the {eventual)

spectator, were retained. Then the events, that now had the appearance of candi-

dates for the reactions (4) and (5), uere treated in the same way as the real

candidates. The classification by means of particle identification, as Nell as the

classification of ambiguous events, was performed as described above. This method

gave the shape of the mass and Q* background spectra for both reactions (4) and (5)

independently. Deep-inelastic events, having high invariant hadronic mass and Qz

values, in general showed up at much lower values due to this treatment.

The overall normalisation of the background spectra was performed by means of a

comparison of the numbers of deep-inelastic 2-prongs and 4-prongs as generated by

the Lund Monte Carlo method. The events Here generated according to the experi-

mental v energy spectrum. The predicted ratio of 2- to 4-prongs is 0.157. The

background spectra obtained from the experimental deep-inelastic 4-prongs Here

scaled to this prediction.

The determination of the total and differential cross sections of reactions (4)

to (6) are performed in the way as described for the v D reactions. The differen-

tial cross sections are shown in figure 27. For reaction (6) it shows the fast

drop with increasing Q* that is expected for quasi-elastic reactions. The influ-

ence of the background in reactions (4) and (5) becomes clear from the figures.

The energy dependence of the cross sections of the three reactions is shown in
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Figure 27: dv/dQ* distributions for the reactions (4) to (6) uith

M(Nn) i 2 GeV/c2. Black circles indicate results with background

correction, open circles are the uncorrected distributions.



figures 28 and 29. Cuts are made in the invariant hadronic mass at 1.4 GeV/c* and

at 2.0 GeWc*. The first cut selects the mass region of the AC1236) resonance. In

all figures results of other experiments are shown for comparison.

With the ratios of the cross sections in both regions of the invariant mass, the

isospin structure of the Nn system can be studied. The ratios Ri and Rz , defined

by ;

R, = . _ . _ . : 7 and
o(v

o(v

0

0

D

+ |t" P W°

•* v.- P v*

•• li~ n n*

P.)

p . )

P.)
e(v D •» u." p w* p»)

are calculated and plotted in figure 30, together with results from other neutrino

experiments. The ratio fl, indicating the production of I = 1/2 production as

compared to I = 3/2 production, is 0.S2 ± 0.08 for the 1.4 GeV/c2 mass cut. Since

both ratios Ri and Rz are measured, the phase betueen both participating amplitudes

can also be measured. It turns out to be 84 i 12°. For the 2.0 GeV/c2 mass cut, tf

and A* are 0.82 ± 0.04 and 88 ± 9° respectively.

Figure 30 is equivalent to figure 22, uhich contains the v results. The present

figure contains more experimental information in that RI and R2 are both calculated

from the data without additional assumptions.

Reaction (6) has been used to investigate the decay properties of the ueakly

produced AC 1236) resonance. In figure 31 the decay angular distributions of the ir*

in the pit* rest frame are shown for events with Mtpir*) < 1.45 GeV/c2. The angles 0

and * are defined in the Jackson frame [571. The experimental distributions have

been fitted to the dN/dR expression for weak production of a pure spin 3/2 state

(see previous chapter). A fit over the whole Q* region results in the values given

in table 12. In figure 31 they are represented by the broken curves. Again, as

for the reaction v D -» u,* n n" (p«), a momenta analysis has been performed of which

the results also appear in table 12. The results of this analysis correspond to

the drawn curves in figure 31.

6.3.2. The ouasi-elastic interaction

The quantites of interest of the quasi-elastic neutrino scattering (reaction

(8)), the differential cross section as a function of Q2 and the total cross

section as a function of the neutrino energy, are shown in figures 32 and 33. The

total cross sections have been corrected for the angular loss and for the scanning
- 95 -
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Figure 28: Energy dependence of the total cross sections of the reactions (4) and

(5) Hith hadronic mass cuts at 1.4 and 2.0 GeV/c2. The full curves

are the Rein and Sehgal predictions with M» = 1.03 CeV/c2 for the 2.0

GeV/c2 mass cut and (1. = 0.95 CeV/cz for the 1.4 GeV/cz cut. The

dotted curves are the Fogli and Nardulli predictions (see also text).
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Figure 29: Same as figure 28 for reaction (6).

loss at Ion Qz described in section 6.2. THO sets of cross sections are shown, one

of which is the result of the same sort of calculation as for the other reactions

while the other is obtained by means of normalisation to a M» fit that Hill be

described in detail in the next section.

6.4. Piscussion

6.4.1. One pion production

From a comparison of the data on the total cross sections (figs. 28,29) with data

from a lower energy experiment at ANL 162] and for the A** production reaction with

an experiment in BEBC that also used the CERN Hide Band neutrino Beam but had

hydrogen as a target (611, it is seen that there is an excellent agreement of our

experimental results with both other experiments. Also the comparison of the

isospin ratios Cfig. 30) show» that the numbers for the 1.4 GeV/c* mass cut are in

good agreement with the results from other experiments that were obtained with the
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Cross section ratios R1 versus R2 (see text) for neutrino experiments.

Solid lines correspond to a constant relative phase angle Af and

dashed lines correspond to a constant value of it-

same mass cut.

Again the one pion production results have been compared to the predictions of

the one pion production models of Rein and Sehgal (27] and of Fogli and Nardulli

[201. The model of Rein and Sehgal has been fitted to the experimental energy

dependence of the cross section of reaction (6), with the axial vector mass as a

free parameter. The value of fi, when fitted to the events uith MCpTi*) $ 2.0 GeV/c*

is M, = 1.03 ± 0.07 GeV/c*. If a cut Mtpit*) i T.4 GeV/c2 is made, the value

becomes M» = 0.95 ± 0.08 GeV/c*. These mass values are in agreement with the ones

found in the v D experiment. The other tuo reactions were not used for the fit

because of the big uncertainties in the classification procedure and in the back-

ground subtraction method. All obtained distributions for reactions (4) to (6)

were compared to the predictions of the model, using the axial mass value given by
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Figure 31: Decay anglular distributions of the v* in the pi* rest frame for

events of reaction (6) with M(pit*> i 1.45 6eV/cz. The curves are

explained in the text.

the fit to reaction (6). The predictions of the model are represented by draun

curves in all figures corresponding to these reactions. The invariant mass distri-

bution and dff/dQz of reaction (6) follou the predictions very well. The large

uncertainties in the other channels make qualitative statements impossible.

The predictions of Fogli and Nardulli [20], based on a axial vector mass of

0.90 GeV/c2, are represented by broken curves in the figures of interest. It may

be remarked that there is little difference between the two model predictions for

reaction (6), Hhereas the Fogli predictions are in better agreement with the
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V

M(ptl*)i

1.25 GeV/cz

M(pir+)S

1.4 GeV/cz

(1) fit as

(2) moments

A"

1) P33

Rep 31

Rep3-i

2) P33

Rep 3i

Rep,-,

1) P33

Repsi

Rep3.i

2) P33

Rep si

Rep;,.,

described

i analysis

spir

Pnu

= 0.

= 0.

=-0.

= 0.

= 0.

=-0.

= 0.

=-0.

=-0.

= 0.

=-0.

=-0.

TABLE 12

t density matrix

71

06

09

74

07

10

75

05

04

77

06

03

+

+

+

+

±

±

+

+

±

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

in the text

(a) for cos9 distribution

(b) for • distribution

.10

.21

.22

.09

11

13

15

09

10

07

09

10

elements.

1

1

1.

2.

'NO a) xz/ND b)

.56 1.43

75 1.95

90 1.42

18 1.38

observed cross sections for the reactions (4) and (5).

From figure 31 and from table 12 the dominance of the A U 2 3 6 ) in reaction (6)

becomes evident. The results are in agreement Hith the ones found in the reaction

v D -» u,* n IT" p».

6.4.2. The quasi-elastic interaction

From the behaviour of the do/dQ2 of reaction (8), the axial vector fora factor

of the nucleon may be determined if some approximations are made. In the following
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Figure 32: Experimental differential cross section do/dQz for reaction (8). The

closed circles are calculated cross sections. The open circles are

the cross sections normalised to M.-1.29 GeV/c* (see text).

analysis the form factor nomenclature and matrix element of ref. 14 are used in

deriving a simplified formula. According to the assumptions of CVC and the absence

of second class currents, all form factors are assumed to be real and the form

factors Fv
3 and F,3 are set equal to zero. The isotriplet current hypothesis

relates the remaining tuo vector form factors to the electromagnetic Sachs form

factors Ga
v and (W,v. Contributions nf the order of m2, the muon mass squared, are

neglected.

The general expression for the differential cross section da/dq* is given by :

dw

dQz

with

s-u = 4MEV - Q* - m* .

With the assumptions quoted above, the factors A, B and C nay be written :

2 TT Ev 2
(s-u) (s-u)*
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Figure 33: Energy dependence of the total cross section of reaction (8). The

closed circles correspond to calculated cross sections. The open

circles are cross sections normalised to MB=1.29 GeV/c
2 (see text).

« —
4M2
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4

Hhere
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1

vD *

1 2 r J 2i*Q [(GeWc)J

Figure 34: Behaviour of the factors A, B(s-u) and C(s-u)z desribed in the text.

= (1 + ̂ ~ri' f G.'tQ*) + — Gm
4MZ L 4MZ

and

t = V.x> - V-n = 3.71 .
The Sachs form factors are parametrised in the usual way :

1 I"2. l*nV(Q2) = (1 + f) f 1 + B l
J L 0.71 f

-2

0.71 GeV* J «• 0.71 GeY*
The most common way to parametrize the form factor F» is to assume a dipole shape

of the same form as that of the electromagnetic form factors.

F. = F.(0) [ 1 + — J .
The value of the form factor at Qz = 0 is given by the relative strength of the

vector and axial vector couplings :

Cv
F.(0) = — = -1.23 .

C.
Finally the obtained expression uas Multiplied by a Qz dependent factor as given in

ref. 59 to take into account the deuteron effect. In figure 34 the behaviour of
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1
the factors A, B(s-u) and C(s-u)2 is shoun for tuo different values of the neutrino

2 r

\)D-» X" p(ps)
Ev= 27 GeV

GeV/c2

Figure 35: Behaviour of the differential cross section for several values of M«.

The curves are normalised to corresponding values of the total cross

section.

energy.

At a neutrino energy of 1 CeV, the first tuo factors give important contributions

to the differential cross section. However, at 27 GeV the contribution of these

tuo factors may be neglected as compared to the contribution of the last factor.

The neg lection of terms of order m2 in the factors A and B and therefore the

neglection of the form factor Fp in the term A of the differential cross section is

thus justified at these energies unless Fp is unexpectedly large. In figure 35 the

behaviour of the obtained expression is shoun for several values of Na at a fixed

energy of 27 GeV. The curves are each normalised to the corresponding total cross

section for the given M, value. This total cross section goes up uith increasing

M«. As can be seen, for higher values of M» the differential cross section tends

to become less steep.

For the 02-fit to the data, a Q2-cut uas made at 0.10 (GeV/c)*, since the

scanning losses for events belou that value are considerable. Two fits of the

expression for neutrino deuterium quasi-elastic scattering, to the experimental

ds/dQ2 uere macfe. The first fit method used the experimental dv/dQz distribution,
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obtained with the sane method as used for the total cross section determination.

The distribution has been fitted by means of a simple %* fit taking the mean energy

of the events as a fixed parameter. The value of M. obtained from this fit is

M, = 0.70 ± 0.20 GeV/c2. The second method consisted of a likelihood fit of the

theoretical distribution to the Qz frequency distribution, taking the individual

event energy and ueight into account. For each event a normalisation on the total

cross section for the given event energy has been performed. At a given energy the

Q2 has a maximum value :

The function to minimise thus has the following form :

r dg/dq2(Q*,Ev.M») -1
L = - I Wj —

i I QZm»v I
J , do/dQ2(Q*.Ev.H.) dQ*

Essentially this method is flux independent. The value obtained with this method

is 11, = 1.29 ± 0.09 GeV/c2, clearly in contradiction with the first result. The

results of the fits are displayed in figure 32. The lower points and curve in the

figure give the results of the simple x* fit and the calculated de/dO.2 distribu-

tion. The upper points and curve are the results of the likelihood fit, uhere the

da/dQ2 nou has been normalised to the curve. In the same uay the energy dependence

of the total cross section has been displayed as tuo sets of points plus their

corresponding curves. Again the upper points and curve correspond to the result

obtained with the flux independent fit method. The data obtained by Barish et al.

[60] are not completely comparable because deuterium effects are taken into account

in a different uay. However, from the figure it can be seen that both sets of

points and the corresponding expected behaviour of the total cross section do not

agree with the results of Barish.

In figure 36 the results of the determination of M. have been compared with the

results of other experiments. In this figure also the results of the one-pion

production reactions of both v and v experiments are shown, averaged over the tuo

results for the tuo mass cuts. The figure shows that both one-pion results are in

good agreement uith the results of previous experiments. The tuo results obtained

for the quasi-elastic reaction, houever, deviate clearly from the average.

Betueen the cross sections of the f lux-independent fit and the total cross section

calculation by means of the neutrino flux, a factor of 1.8 exists. Although the

statistics are very low, this is a large discrepancy, indicating that the calcu-

lated cross section is too low. When a H» mass value of 0.95 DeV/c2 (uhich is

close to the uorld average) is taken to calculate the total expected cross section,
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Figure 36: II» mass value comparison [60,63].

there remains a factor of 1.3 between the expected and found cross sections. The

discrepancy could be explained by an undetected scanning loss as indicated in

section 4.5.1. On the other hand, a larger scanning loss Mould only affect the

lower of the two experimental points. The upper one can only be modified by a

change of the shape of the distribution in fig. 32.

As a final conclusion it may be stated that the results for the one-pion produc-

tion in the neutrino interactions are in yerv good agreement with those of other

experiments. On the other hand, the results of the quasi-elastic interaction show

some internal inconsistency.
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SAMENVATTING

Sinds het begin der zestiger jaren is de overtuiging gegroeid dat de deeltjes

die tot dan toe als elementair werden beschouwd, in feite zijn samengesteld uit nog

elementairder bouwstenen, de quarks. Hoewel de quarks nooit zijn waargenomen zoals

de geuone elementaire deeltjes uorden waargenomen. is het quark model sindsdien

heel succesvol geweest in de beschrijving van de wereld der elementaire deeltjes en

hun wisselwerkingen. Het heeft zelfs geleid tot de voorspelling van nieuwe quark

types, quark smaken genoemd, ei daardoor van nieuwe elementaire deeltjes uaarvan

het bestaan later uerd aangetoond.

De toevoeging van quarks aan de theorie die de wisselwerkingen beschrijft van

leptonen, de andere familie van elementaire bestanddelen der materie, maakte het

Standaard Model voor zwakke en elektromagnetische wisselwerkingen tot een geheel.

In het Standaard Model kunnen de zwakke wisselwerkingen tussen neutrinos en

nukleonen opgedeeld worden in de zogeheten vektor- en axiale vektordelen tengevolge

van de linkshandige natuur van de neutrinos. De zwakke wisselwerkingen van het

geladen stroom type kunnen ook beschouwd worden als wisselwerkingen uaarbij een

geladen zuak boson wordt uitgewisseld. Hiermee verschijnen dan de U± bosonen ten

tonele.

Het in een aangeslagen of resonantietoestand brengen van nukleonen door de

zwakke vektor- en axiale vektorstromen kan gemeten worden in quasi-elastische

botsingen tussen leptonen en nukleonen. Wanneer de elektromagetische wisselwer-

kingen van de geladen leptonen gebruikt worden om de eigenschappen van de vektor-

stromen vast te stellen, kunnen de puur zwakke wisselwerkingen van de neutrinos

gebruikt worden om de eigenschappen van de axiale vektorstromen te bepalen.

Er bestaan verscheidene modellen die de quasi-elastische wisselwerkingen beschrij-

ven waarin behalve een lepton ook een nukleonresonantie gevormd wordt. Deze

nukleonresonanties worden teruggevonden in de hadronische eindtoestand die uit een

nukleon en een pion bestaat. Ieder van deze modellen kan gebruikt worden om de

vormfaktoren van de axiale vektorstroom te bepalen, voorzover de vektor vormfak-

toren bepaald worden uit de resultaten van plektromagnetische experimenten. Het

model dat in dit proefschrift meer aandacht krijgt is het quarkmodel van Feynman,

Kislinger en Ravndal (FKIO, dat is bijgewerkt zodat het de produktie van nukleonre-

sonanties bevat met massas tot 2 6eWc z. Het model gebruikt de quarkstruktuur van

de nukleonen door ze als harmonische oscillatoren van drie quarks te beschouwen.

De resonanties die gevonden worden in de hadronische eindtoestand, uorden dan

beschouwd als aangeslagen toestanden van dit systeem van drie quarks.

In dit proefschrift worden de quasi-elastische wisselwerkingen van neutrinos en

antineutrinos met nukleonen beschreven. Alleen de eindtoestanden waarin het
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neutrale neutrino in een geladen muon overgaat werden bestudeerd (geladen stroom

wisselwerking). Het experiment Herd uitgevoerd met het bellenvat BEBC, dat gevuld

uas •net deuterium en bestraald werd met de CERN brede band (anti-) neutrinobundels.

Dit maakte een gelijktijdige studie van wisselwerkingen met protonen en neutronen

mogelijk, terwijl de metingen aan de exclusieve reaktiekanalen met een hoge nauwk-

eurigheid gedaan konden uorden.

De organisatie van dit proefschrift is als volgt : In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een

korte inleiding gegeven op het Standaard Model. Ook wordt er commentaar gegeven op

QCD, de ijktheorie van de sterke wisselwerkingen tussen quarks. Enige algemene

relaties voor quasi-elastische en een-pion produktie reakties worden gegeven,

alsmede een opsomming van de bestaande modellen voor een-pion produktie. Het FKR

quarkmodel wordt wat uitgebreider toegelicht. Het tweede hoofdstuk bevat de

beschrijving van de opstelling te CERN, die gebruikt werd om het experiment uit te

voeren. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het meetsysteem van bellenvatfoto's beschreven

waarmee in Amsterdam gewerkt wordt, en wordt de programmaketen beschreven die leidt

tot de uiteindelijke magneetband met gegevens (D.S.T.). Hoofdtuk 4 behandelt

uitgebreid de problemen die te maken hebben met de identifikatie en selektie van

gebeurtenissen. Ook worden de verliezen die optreden beschreven en de correcties

die daarvoor tijdens de uitwerking van de gegevens gemaakt moeten uorden. Uitein-

delijk uorden in de hoofdstukken 5 en 6 de resultaten gepresenteerd voor beide

uitgevoerde experimenten: (in chronologische volgorde) het antineutrino experiment

en het neutrino experiment. Voor de vergelijking van de experimentele resultaten

met die van andere experimenten en met de theorie zij verwezen naar de discussiep-

aragraven van beide hoofdstukken.
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